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introduction
for many americans christianity and feminism seem to be separated by
insurmountable ideological boundaries making the concept of christian feminism at
best a contradiction in termsand
terms and at worst an act of heresy conservative christians view

feminism as one of the greatest threats to organized religion they label feminists as anti-

christ anti family and anti morality and believe that if unchecked feminism will lead to
the demise of all that is good in society staunch feminists decry the oppressive nature of

christianity and wonder how an enlightened woman can possibly remain in the
confined and repressive environment of patriarchal religion indeed feminist thinking
has inspired much postchristian
post
positchristian
posit christian theology which in the name of womens liberation

rejects christianity in its entirety diehl 199040

despite the contradictions between feminism and christianity however many
women claim both orientations as part of their identity and religious feminist

organizations have become an institutionalized part of society growing numbers of
women are unwilling to choose between two identities they find central to who they are

judith plaskow has said 1I am a jewish feminist and a feminist jew in every moment of
my life
xi

sundering judaism and feminism would mean sundering my being

1990ix

her feelings parallel those of many christian feminists
while the number of christian feminist organizations has increased so has the

diversity of these organizations indeed just as both christianity and feminism are not
monolithic entities christian feminism encompasses a wide range of diverse
1I

organizations with distinct identities beliefs structures and agenda however feminist
organizations associated with conservative religions are often overlooked

this is in

many ways due to the popular assumption that feminism can arise only in liberal and

accommodating religious traditions it is also due to the tendency for radical feminist
groups to assume the spotlight and thus set the public image of christian feminism

nevertheless conservative christian feminist organizations do exist and endure
and they
endureand
constitute an authentic and integral part of the larger christian feminist sphere

this thesis examines two conservative christian feminist publications daughters
neoevangelical
evangelical feminists and exponent 11II exponent
0of sarah DOS published by neo
1I

published by mormon feminists

2

publications and the organizations that they
for these publicationsand

represent written discourse is a means of expressing group identity of developing
representwritten
sisterhood and solidarity and of defining fundamental interests and agenda while both
organizations exhibit a similar goal of integrating christian and feminist identities
because they arise from two very different religious traditions the way in which they
pursue this goal is strikingly different

the religious context shapes the identity and self

understanding of each organization and influences the myriad of editorial decisions made
in reference to each publication what goals to promote or pass over what topics to cover

or reject and what strategies to espouse or forego

the manner in which the religious environment provides constraints and
opportunities upon each christian feminist organization can be elucidated by three

minkoffs
koffss analysis of womens advocacy
theoretical perspectives first debra Min
minkoff
organization environment perspective demonstrates the importance
organizations from an organizationenvironment
2

of the institutional environment in shaping organizational structure and character
second nancy folbres model of collective identity and action explains how individuals
hold membership in multiple groups and thus operate under complex structures of
constraint

the third model

the church
sect typology demonstrates how religious
churchsect

organizations exist in varying states of tension with their environment and thus constrain
to different degrees members alternate identities and actions together these three

theories constitute a new framework for examining the role of the specific religious

environment in constructing organizational identities agendas and methodologies
II through the
by focusing on the discourse of daughters of sarah and exponent 11

use of content analysis this study allows the unique voice of each organization to be

heard by exploring its source purposes and goals shulamit reinharz writes that a
research method can be an important feminist method if it makes womens lives visible

199248

and if it makes womens voices audible

in this thesis the women who

make up each organization are the key informants about their own lives and goals

collective words show the diverse ways in which womens organizations actively

self
construct their selfunderstanding
understanding within complex and problematic circumstances
weil as the identities and
weli
as well
according to the constraints and opportunities they face aswell

meanings they hold central

3

their

CHAPTER TWO

background AND theoretical orientation
christian feminism and feminist theology
offer to christian women and why it is important in
what does feminism have to
tooffer
troffer
the christian context although feminist theorists define the problematic aspects of

christian tradition and thus the solutions differently they come to a common ground in
allow women fulfillment and
asserting that although christian doctrine itself may allowwomen

meaning as an institution christianity has been oppressive to women christian
theology they assert has primarily been written and interpreted by men through an
view feminists thus seek to critique and reconstruct christianity by
worldview
androcentric world

gender exclusive language anderson 1992 diehl 1990
addressing issues such as genderexclusive
patriarchal images of god christ 1982 daly 1992 johnson 1986 soskice 1992

womens lack of official authority or ordination brereton and klein 1980 diehl 1990
schneiders 1986 and so on thereby freeing women from their marginalized status and
allowing them to question and understand their own place in christianity both past and

present feminist christian theology can therefore be seen as revisionist theology

since

it seeks to install the feminine into our view of god and our relationship to god

hanks 1992xxv
1992xxv see also diehl 1990 young 1990 christ and plaskow 1992
many feminists argue that ultimately feminism and christianity have the same
goals the freeing of humanity including women hagen 199016

As joann wolski

conn writes feminism means an affirmation of womens full equality with men an
aie
ale centered culture an inclusive
male
maie
h 1story of womens experience in our m
malecentered
awareness of the history
alecentered
4

movement of women and men who build a society and church which eliminate all forms

of domination As such it is the truest expression of the gospel of jesus

19862

because of this focus on human equality many feminists feel that feminism and
christianity are inseparable neo
neoevangelicals
evangelicals in particular with their focus on social
action and reform see the two as interrelated

3

3furthermore
furthermore christian feminists see their

cause as profoundly important because christianity plays such a vital role in individual

womens
woments
foments lives and in the larger society and because religious institutions and practices

once one recognizes the importance of religion then an
are still largely oppressive once
enormous sense of injustice must follow the discovery that religions are sexist and that
they continue to exert a powerful influence on society

christ and plaskow 19923

religion especially that of the christian tradition has long been seen as both a
in america king 1992
movementln ln
source and feeding mechanism of the feminist movement

plaskow 1990 van liere 1991

christianity with its assumption of equality has

provided the groundwork for multiple womens causes As one scholar writes if the

judano
rationality of the enlightenment is considered the father of feminism then judaeo

christianity must certainly be considered its mother king 1992150

both neo

evangelical and mormon women trace their feminist roots to women of their own
religious history who engaged in feminist action indeed as american culture has been
deeply imbued with protestantism from the outset with its values of individual authority
and choice feminism has largely grown out of and reflected protestant ideals

mainstream christian feminism with its focus on the religious elements of
feminism that are often overlooked by the secular feminist movement is thus an essential
5

starting point for an understanding of christian feminist organizations however
although mainstream christian theology is ecumenical drawing insights from other
11 such as that of jewish feminism
weil
well
weli
we
it often tends to overlook the
religious theology as we11

diversity within its realms just as feminism itself is often faulted for excluding the voice
ty women or women whose feminist consciousness has not been raised
minority
of minori

mainstream christian feminism often seems more applicable to those whose doctrinal
beliefs allow for a more radical interpretation and change or for those who have moved

beyond the stage of critique to that of reconstruction assumptions that exclude many
feminisms
ms
conservative christian ferninisms
feminists
feminis
As an example of the bias within mainstream christian feminism many feminist

theologians advocate evaluating christianity according to sources beyond traditional
scripture and primarily upon womens feminist experience thus excluding traditions
such as mormonism and evangelicalism which hold scripture to be divinely inspired and
which place high value on womens traditional experiences such as childbirth and

motherhood As esther bruland writes whereas feminist ethics cohere around womens
experience evangelical women from the reformed tradition such as those making up

daughters of sarah concerned to keep the word at the center of the ethical task have
long been cautious about including experience as a normative base

1989150

an feminism are also inadequate for a complete
other aspects of christian
christi
christl

understanding of the two organizations represented in this study in terms of

refrarned in feminine terms or
mormonism the common feminist call for god to be reframed
indeed replaced by a new form of god such as an androgynous being or goddess is
6

based on protestant theology which conceptualizes god as a spirit

this is problematic

physical
cai
cal corporeal
for mormon feminists whose religion preaches that god is not only a phys
i

being but literally a father on the other hand mormon feminists can rally around the

creator who is explicitly present in mormon tradition
belief in a mother in heaven a co
cocreator
but absent in mainstream christian theology thus while most christian feminists
fenunists focus

morrnon feminists feel that the
mormon
on eradicating the conception of god as father many morenon
image of a heavenly father does not need to be changed as much as it needs to be
E ven for neo
neoevangelicals
supplemented with the knowledge of a heavenly mother even
evangelicals who

hold to the protestant view of god the radicalization of god into a goddess can be

problematic since the goddess tradition contains many secular elements which are
difficult to harmonize with scripture

likewise most christian feminists operate under the assumption that christian
tradition can be radically altered because it is based on culturally specific scripture or an
neo
lon
longer
authority of the past which is no ion
evangelical
9er applicable while mormon and neoevangelical

feminists may view their christian experience as socially and culturally shaped to a large

extent because of their belief in the importance of scriptural authority change is much
more restricted elaine storkey writes that the crucial distinction between biblical
broadly defined christian feminists is that biblical neo evangelical
feminists and broadlydefined

feminists hold tenaciously to the authority of the scriptures while mainstream christian
feminists reserve the right to select from biblical writings and tradition

bruland 1989144

as quoted in

similarly mormon feminists hold to the belief in a priesthood

authority culminating in a living prophet a belief which constrains their options for
7

reform As bonnie bullough says churches which accept current divine spokesmen
allow members less freedom of conscience to decide what is right and wrong A living

prophet has awesome authority and presents an almost insurmountable barrier to change

1994120

much of mainstream christian feminism thus falls short in recognizing the

different dimensions that determine how christian feminists define themselves and what
are available for them to mobilize change
resources
options and resourcesare
resourcesare

despite the limitations of christian feminism feminist christian theology has
been valuable in changing how the debate between christianity and feminism is framed
take it or leave it approach to christianity to one recognizing the degrees
from one of a lakeit
takeit

of accommodation reform and rejection that can take place within the two orientations

for example ursula king

1992 suggests that we must avoid seeing the christian

feminist debate as an encounter between two objectified systems such as feminism
anity
and christi
christianity
christl

but rather as a process in which individuals are changed by their

encounter with feminism As she says whether feminism bolsters or destroys the faith of
an individual has much to do with ones own understanding and practice of that faith in

the first place and also with ones own particular experiences and personality

155

she

envisions a process whereby women are transformed by their feminist consciousness
which leaves nothing

and personal
selfunderstanding
seif
unaffected whether it is their self
unaffectedwhether
understanding

identity their relationships their faith and the theology derived from it or their

membership and participation in the life of the churches

154

kings perspective on the construction of christian feminist identities clarifies the
complexities involved in the interface between christianity and feminism indeed it is
8

crucial to recognize that individuals do define their christian feminist identities
differently according to their unique circumstances and background however christian

feminism still tends to legitimate some forms of christian feminism over others thus
excluding many conservative strands of christian feminism As cecilia konchar farr a

mormon feminist writes in my study of feminism 1I have
haveyet
yet to find a home for my
havenet
conservative religious beliefs

1994144

thus although christian feminism is

important in pointing to the complexities involved in the construction of christian
feminism it falls short theoretically in representing or exploring the full range of

christian feminisms possible
organizational environment and form
A more effective framework is needed to explain how individual women and their

organizations reconcile christianity and feminism and how feminist religious
organizations assume a variety of forms in particular in order to understand the
11
differences between the christian feminism of daughters ojsarah
II it is
oj
of sarah and exponent 77

first necessary to understand the importance and influence of the environment in which
each organization exists just as each individual life takes place in a specific multi-

dimensional context each organization is situated in a particular technical and
institutional environment formed by overlapping often conflicting conditions and
circumstances

this complex environment interacts with

the organization it provides the

resources demand and legitimacy that the organization needs for its creation and
elven transformed by the
continuing survival and in turn is influenced and at times even

organization itself
9

current research centered on the open nature of organizations has focused on the
role that the environment plays in providing opportunities and constraints that influence

organizational founding development and mortality debra minkoff 1995 in her
analysis of the evolution of womens organizations in america from 1955 to 1985

emphasizes the central position of the environment in shaping not only the number of
social movement organizations that make up the population of womens organizations
but also the form that those organizations take she notes that an environmental approach
to organizations is not meant to undermine the individual efforts that make up such

activities

nonetheless it is clear that womens

voluntary and activist organizations

operate in the context of resource institutional and ecological constraints

99

minkoff begins
begin by noting the explosion of social movement and interest groups
4

in the 1970s that came in the wake of 1960s protest organizations in contrast to

confrontational or radical protest groups these advocacy groups pursued political and
social change through moderate means most theorists have analyzed the 1970s trend
towards advocacy groups
grouip and the more general study of social movement emergence and
grouia

development using the popular frameworks of resource mobilization and political
opportunity such theories emphasize the impact that resource availability and

opportunity structure have on the development of collective action minkoff builds on
these theories acknowledging their importance in understanding the proliferation of

womens advocacy organizations however she declares that they do not provide a
complete understanding of organizational growth and success particularly in the larger

10

context of the organizational population thus she supplements these theories with what
ional environment perspective 3
organizational
she calls an organizat

organizational environment approach is a blending of concepts from
Min
minkoffs
koffss organizationalenvironment
minkoff
organizational ecology and institutional theory

4

these theories emphasize the

legitimating impact of the environment on organizations within a certain population

organizational ecology employs a macro approach analyzing the vital rates of
organizations

ie

environment

the theory postulates a density dependent view of legitimacy

founding mortality rates and emphasizing selection by the
as the

number of a particular organizational form within a population increases the legitimacy

of that form also increases leading to higher rates of survival among organizations
adopting that form

for organizational ecologists

the environment of an organization is

primarily made up of other organizations and thus theorists concentrate on the
competition and diversity that exists within populations

like organizational ecology institutional theory emphasizes the impact of the
neerads to survive however
environment in providing the legitimacy an organization needs

rattler than the technical environment
rather
institutional theory focuses on the institutional rattier
state provides opportunities and
often defined as the stateprovides
environmentoften
the institutional environment

constraints to organizational formation and adaptation prescribing certain organizational
forms and limiting organizational alternatives and adaptiveness

80

based on how

organizations conform to the norms set by the institutional environment they are
vadious degrees of the validation and legitimacy needed for survival seen
rewarded with various

111
I 1I

through the eyes of institutional theorists the state is thus an important source of
lonai
lonal fields
organ izational
isomorphism in organizational

8

thisorganization environment framework minkoff asserts that the 1970s
organization
using this organizationenvironment

explosion of womens organizations was the result of a number of legitimating factors in
the larger environment that were conducive to the growth of collective action in the form

of advocacy organizations first of all the protest organizations of the 1960s in
particular those groups involved in the civil rights movement provided cultural and legal
legitimacy for subsequent womens advocacy and voluntary organizations leading to a
wide expansion and diversification of the social movement sector

this increase in the

number of social movement organizations also provided legitimacy for the formation of
additional organizations

at the same time

a number of demographic and economic changes contributed to

the rise of womens advocacy groups including the rise of womens participation in the

work force a decline in fertility and an increase in womens educational attainment 3840

political conditions such as the passage of the 1963 equal pay bill and the 1964

civil rights act facilitated the development of womens advocacy organizations by
giving legitimacy to both the method of bringing about social change through collective
action and to the agenda being addressed by the womens movement especially as those

agenda were linked to civil rights 40

indeed the womens movement itself became

institutionalized in american society federal policies and legislation highly influenced
the organizational sector creating schemas and providing opportunities and constraints

upon organizations in terms of organizational structure and group definitions and
12

objectives

11

1 cular the state gave legitimacy to
advo cacy as a form of social
pannicular
particular
advocacy
parti
in parte

change which led to an expansion of such groups 58

advocacy organizations became

the most prevalent organizational form within the social movement sectorwith
sector with protest
groups making up the smallest proportion 60

1970s changes in the
after the 11970s

environment further stimulated growth and changes in organizational form in particular
organizations within the womens movement were transformed from social movement
groups to interest groups 41

summarizing her approach minkoff states the following

these days when americans contemplate mobilizing for social change they are
faced with a limited repertoire of organizational forms with which to pursue their
objectives
those that do attempt to construct less familiar or more
imaginative forms of organization are likely to face limited success as they move
into the institutional arena such choices will haveless
have less to do with how passionate
or strategic individual actors are than with
withaa complex set of broader historical and
structural opportunities and constraints that set the context for social action in
american society 119

because organizations are embedded in specific institutional environments and are
dependent on those environments for not only resources but also the legitimacy they need
to survive the organizations themselves have limited autonomy in determining their own

structure goals and methodologies

at the same time

cresence
the Ppresence
resence of other similar

organizations means that when individuals join together in certain acceptable and
legitimate ways they have already won half the battle because of the automatic
legitimacy obtained from the environment

ie

organizational form

13

the legitimacy associated with the

II were formed in the early 1970s at a time
daughters of sarah and exponent 11

when the number of womens advocacy groups increased dramatically and when the

larger institutional environment provided substantial resources opportunities and
legitimacy for womens collective action As minkoff would postulate the two
advocacy groups due to the distinct
voluntaryadvocacy
organizations assume a similar form as voluntary
born however DOS and exponent
social and cultural environment in which they were bom

were also bom
born in specific religious environments whereas minkoff and other theorists

center on the state as the focal point of the institutional environment for many
organizations such as DOS and exponent the religious sphere more adequately defines
the principal institutional environment

thus although DOS and exponent exist in a

mu
iti faceted environment which includes the larger american society and the general
multi
multifaceted
the two organizations also exist in the context of religious
womens
woments
foments movement th

institutions and they are dependent on these institutions for validation and thus survival

the groups

organizational identities methodologies and agenda are thus primarily

influenced by the particular religious environment in which they are embedded

it would be instructive to use minkoff s ecological framework to analyze the total
number of christian feminist organizations at the population level my unsuccessful
7
feminist publications associated with specific
search for comparable christian
hristian

denominations or churches suggests that most conservative religious environments
survival of such organizations are
provide so many constraints that the formation and survivalof
essentially thwarted

5

during my search for religious
duringmy
As one woman 1I talked with duringly

feminist magazines noted with some frustration most christian feminist magazines are
14

ecumenical because that is the only way they can gain support
cupi
supi ort they must join together
to survive

although this research project does not employ the populationlevel
population level approach
espoused by minkoff the insights derived from her framework are useful for analysis at
the organizational level

the fact that daughters of sarah in its commitment to feminism

has expanded its scope beyond the boundaries of evangelicalism
ical ism becoming a largely

ecumenical magazine suggests that chances for legitimacy and thus survival within a
II has limited its feminist
ical context are slim likewise exponent 11
evangelical
strictly evangel

agenda from the outset to gain the legitimacy necessary forsurvival
for survival within the mormon
environment

an analysis of exponent 11II within the smaller population of intellectual

mormon publications also suggests that exponent has enga
gred in the isomorphic
engaged
II modeled itself after the pink
behavior described by minkoff s framework exponent 11
11woments
womens issue published in

dialogue A journal of mormon thought and later

described itself in terms of its relationship to other mormon publications
to the left of the ensign and one right of dialogue a little east of sunstone

1983a2

6

three degrees

bushman

in addition exponent chose its title as a link to the earlier womans exponent

the unofficial yet central organ of the mormon womens

relief society published from

1872 to 1914 in framing the new publication upon that the womans exponent

exponent 11
II sought to gain cultural legitimacy and assume a link to the mormon heritage

of women thus promoting an easier acceptance of the publication by contemporary
mormon women

15

collective identity and structures of constraint
kofess analysis of organizational environments the contributions
koffs
minkoffs
in addition to Min
minkoff

of another theorist nancy folbre are helpful in understanding the complexity of
pays for the kids
collective action in her book who paysfor

1994 folbre a feminist and an

economist provides a useful description of how collective identities are constructed
within structures of constraint folbres basic premise is that individuals have
groups that often have competing interests
groupsgroups
simultaneous membership in multiple groups
and goals and groups that have different degrees of power in shaping individuals lives

group membership can encourage individuals to engage in certain forms of collective
action however because individuals have divided loyalties and interests due to their

membership in other groups they must make careful choices about what collective action
they take part in

thus individuals choices are always shaped and determined by the

constraints associated with
vith each group they belong to

7

folbre asserts that individuals are members of two main types of groups given
and chosen examples of given groups are those defined by gender race class age
nation and sexual preference 49

membership in these groups is largely involuntary

individuals are bom
born into given groups although as they mature they can take action to

alter the constraints associated with each group in contrast individuals make conscious
decisions to join or construct chosen groups 49

since the boundaries of these voluntary

groups are fluid not fixed individuals have a great deal of freedom in terms of entry or

exit examples of chosen groups are organizations such as the league of women voters

ornaacp
or
NAACP
16

like minkoff folbre focuses on how given and chosen groups are framed by
structures of constraint and thus how individuals and the organizations they create act

under different constraints according to folbre structures of constraint are based on
asset distributions political rules social norms and personal preferences

for example

women belong to a given group defined by their gender in that they share similar sexual
gender specific rights and responsibilities
and reproductive assets norms of femininity genderspecific

similar preferences and so on 55

the constraints associated with gender bind women

reinforced an
together and create in them an identity that is both culturally based and reinforcedan
identity far beyond mere biological traits in kind every group is shaped by a unique set

of constraints which not only join members together but also define members collective
interests options and realms of choice

membership in given groups such as gender race or class often serves as an
important source of collective identity and action As folbre writes gender specific
constraints

help explain why men or women develop a sense of shared identity and

common interests based on gender and sometimes engage in collective action

55

for

example women united by their gender collectively act upon that given identity to create
feminist organizations such as the national organization of women 49

however

because women are also members of other given groups such as those formed in relation
to race or religion they may feel that feminist action would conflict with other collective

interests and goals

thus folbre writes that the failure of these women to act collectively

is not due to false consciousness

but to an awareness that actions which advance the

interests of their gender may harm others of their race or class or religion
17

5

thus

whereas membership in certain groups such as gender may foster alliances between
individuals individuals membership in other groups such as religion may also restrict

gender based collective action
such genderbased

at the same time

over
overlapping
lapping identities and
ovet

interests can also promote collective action 82 thus explaining the existence of
numerous religious feminist organizations

because individuals act within complex structures of constraint and choose
between competing group identities not all women make the same choices

this

explains why all women do not unite and overthrow the patriarchal and oppressive
aspects of society even though these aspects may be detrimental to their status as women

indeed a dimension of
folbres
olbres model that is especially pertinent to the discussion of
offoffolbres

christian feminist organizations is the assumption that no group 9given
iven or chosen holds
any a priori importance over another group 50

thus membership

in a group defined

by gender or its corollary feminist consciousness is not naturally superior to

membership in other groups such as those based on religion

just as individuals act under structures of constraint the organizations to which
they belong also act under constraints As folbre asserts constraints not only delimit

peoples goals they also restrict the ways that they can go about achieving those goals
52

individuals and organizations facing greater constraints tend to have less power

thus feminist organizations

are most likely to bring about change as their members

acquire greater assets greater educational attainment and occupational mobility as

cultural norms change altering patriarchal notions of womens subordination and so
forth further as individual women gain greater assets as rules and norms defining
18

womens
woments
foments place in society change and as womens preferences change in response women
are morelikely
more likely to organize together to pursue their own interests

in summary folbres model explains how individuals are part of multiple given
and chosen groups icher
in her words individuals cannot be located by a single set of
inher

coordinates because they operate in many different collective dimensions

52
5233

folbres model also explains how membership in certain groups can serve as both a
catalyst and an obstacle to certain forms of collective action finally folbres approach
underlines the difficult decisions and conflicts that individuals and the organizations
up face in deciding which interests and identities are more important or more
they make upface

feasible at a given time folbre characterizes this conflict in her description of the
everyday dilemmas ofa
of a mother who respects herself but also loves her children and the
members of her family and community

this mother must make difficult choices

69

11
ll as the competing needs and
weli
weil
well
based on her own individual and shared interests as we

possesses as well as the
interests of others based on the amount of limited power she
shepossesses

constraints she faces

folbres theoretical model does not extend to religious groups however her
model can effectively be used to delineate the character of religion for various religious

feminist organizations religion has long been seen as an important source of identity for
Tocque ville 1835 1981
americans tocqueville

warner writes religion is a
As stephen wamer

fundamental category of identity and association and it is thereby capable of grounding
both solidarities and identities

19931059

further religion in america is largely a

matter of choice individuals choose their mode of worship and their religious community
19

although factors such as family pressure and social environment have major effects on
the degree of choice available

reie
reli
religion
glon is increasingly a
gion
theorists have noted that rele

chosen rather than an ascribed category especially as it becomes more privatized
and mckinney 1987

roof

in terms of this choice of entry therefore religion in america

falls into folbres categorization of chosen groups

at the same time

despite the relative freedom of entry into a religion certain

members exiting
religious groups can operate as given groups thereby restricting membersexiting

behavior

this is largely the case for mormons and catholics

as evidenced by switching

rates that are much lower than for mainline protestant denominations wade

william mckinney report that 80

of mormons and 85

of catholics remain in their

faiths as contrasted to protestants whose switching rates range from 37

evangelicals and fundamentalists the most likely to switch

roof and

1987165

to 75

with

the authors note

that membership stability is not a matter simply of liberal or conservative theology but
rather it is a reflection of communal belonging

166

in group definitions for
mormonism fits this description well with its strong ingroup

mormons
cormons
Mor mons switching is difficult because of intense socialization strict behavioral
ne strong ties to the family and community
docan
doctrine
standards conservative morals and doctn

especially for mormons in utah and in surrounding areas

moreover if mormons do

not live up to membership requirements they face the threat of being severed from the
group through excommunication these factors reinforce the boundaries between those
outsider dichotomies and stigmatizing
insideroutsider
within and those outside the faith creating insider
exi ters
deviants exiters

since like catholicism mormon exclusivity is based on
20

organizational boundaries mormons cannot exit the religious institution and still remain

mormon on their own terms thus mormons sense of identity strongly conditions and
limits their membership in other groups in contrast although conservative protestantism
may be exclusive with respect to its theological boundaries especially in relation to

mormonism which deemphasizes formal theology this form of exclusivity does not
restrict members ability to engage in legitimate switching and exiting

albert hirschmans 1970 description of individuals bound to their organization
by loyalty describes mormons well loyalty to the organization raises the cost of exit
especially if a substitute is largely unavailable 88
many loyalty promoting institutions

furthermore hirschman writes that

repress voice alongside exit thus preventing

dissatisfied members from leaving and at the same time restricting opportunities to
express complaints or urge reforms in contrast voluntary organizations allow
members the options of both exit and voice 121

for protestants religion tends to

operate as a voluntary or chosen group by allowing members to move flexibly in and out

of the group without major repercussions or consequences without losing or
compromising their protestant identity although traditionally evangelicals have held to
strict behavioral standards and conservative doctrines the structure of evangelicalism

provides opportunities for the construction of legitimate subgroups who espouse a range

of identities and orientations liberal groups can therefore find a safe place within
in contrast the structural
evangelicalism to explore their ideologies and agenda incontrast
constraints of mormonism mean that mormon liberals can not safely express certain
viewpoints and still remain within the church although the boundaries of
21

evangelicalism may be defined by certain norms of behavior and belief designated by the
community they are not defined by official sanctions

ma
feminists
nists the
m1
for evangelical fe
fists
1

boundaries between their faith and feminism are much more fluid than for mormon
feminists

in conclusion membership in certain groups and the identities associated with
those groups are central to how individuals define themselves additionally the way that
both the self and the group are defined determines what options are available for action

in the context of christian feminism membership in multiple groups influences the
stance taken towards feminism whether it is that of acceptance accommodation

revision reform or rejection because mormons experience heavy organizational
constraints according to their religion their collective action is restricted to within the
bounds of the institution consequently their feminism is most heavily shaped by

mormonism with less influence from the wider christian feminist or secular feminist
movements in contrast the less confined structure of evangelicalism means that
evangelical women have greater opportunities to interact with the larger feminist
movements and thus are able to weave together their faith with feminist ideologies from
outside sources

sect typology
church
churchsect
while the theories of minkoff and folbre can be effectively applied to the analysis
of religious organizations the authors do not explicitly discuss religious groups
fortunately the sociology of religion literature offers additional insight originally
sect typology classifies religious organizations
troeltzsch the church
ernst troeltsch
churchsect
formulated by emst
22

into a dichotomous typology of church and sect benton johnson 1963 further

developed the typology aby describing a church as a religious organization defined by
its acceptance of the secular world A sect on the other hand is largely a community

apart from and in opposition to the world around it
11

540

thus churches are

11comparatively
comparatively at ease with the social environment whereas sects are in a high state

of

tension in relation to their surroundings 544

johnson writes that the churchsect
church sect dichotomy is more effectively conceptualized
as a 11continuum
continuum varying according to the degree of tension between the religious group
11

and the environment from complete rejection to complete acceptance of the

environment

543

churches tend to be integrated into the larger society and thus they

reflect dominant secular beliefs reinforce the political status quo and have few
restrictions upon members sects require a total commitment from their members reject
worldly things and have strict doctrinal and moral standards according to johnson

most american religious groups lie on the church end of the continuum

for example

most religious groups endorse the secular principles of mutual toleration and the
separation of church and state and impose few if any distinctive expectations on their

members

545

sects sometimes become progressively more like churches in response to
1994
environmental pressure finke and stark 1992 mauss 19914

sect church process
the sectchurch

begins when established churches weaken thus spawning the growth of smaller sects
grow due to their strict doctrine and standards As armand mauss
initially these sects growdue

writes

new sects

typically begin in a state of high tension with their host societies
23

life styles among their members that
they promote ideologies requirements and lifestyles

surround ing normative
ative environments
norm active
noticeably deviate from those of the surrounding

199426

however as these sects develop their members begin to bargain for lower tension with
the environment and for fewer sacrifices finke and stark 1992275

to satisfy their

members the sects modify their requirements and lessen the tension between themselves
like and losing their vitality
churchlike
and the larger society thus becoming church

this in turn

prompts the creation of other sects

dean hoge benton johnson and donald luidens in their book vanishing
sect church trend
boundaries 1994 write that protestant faiths have followed this sectchurch
towards accommodation with the surrounding society in their words the boundaries

between mainline protestantism and other faiths are vanishing

121

the authors

support a thesis originally proposed by dean kelley in his 1972 book why conservative

churches are growing kelley argued that mainline protestant churches were weak
and thus membership was declining while conservative churches were strong and thus

membership increased

by permissiveness and
characterized
characterizedby
weak churches are characterizedby

tolerance qualities that the authors of vanishing boundaries found in the protestant
churches included in their study they note that the majority of contemporary mainline
protestants have a reduced commitment to organized relig
religion
ton
lon and display a lay liberalist
ion
attitude of individualism and relativism in matters of faith in contrast strong churches
are defined by their members high commitment by strict belief systems and by high

codes of conduct 18 characteristics commonly found in fundamentalist faiths

churches teach meanings

strong

which offer exclusive truth concerning human existence
24

mands
det
demands
hands on people
and make deh

181

As the authors write

1 lations
the strongest organ
organizations
zations

are able to define goals that take precedence in their members lives over any other

interests they might have

18
1811

thus strong churches tend to act like folbres

description of given groups operating within fixed boundaries and providing members
with a strong sense of collective identity and interests whereas weak churches act like

chosen groups allowing members more room to negotiate boundaries and identities

when kelley wrote his book in the 1970s describing the growth of conservative
religion he was primarily describing the rise of evangelicalism indeed one theorist
writes that the evangelical resurgence was probably the most significant development in

american christianity in the decade of the seventies hutcheson 198118
contemporary evangelicalism is in many ways markedly different from liberal
mainstream protestantism with its focus on conservative doctrine and behavioral
standards evangelicalism makes strong demands on members fitting the concept of a
strong church its conservative political agenda represented by leaders such as billy

graham also deviate from secular norms
however certain strands within evangelicalism have become more mainstream
and thus weak according to kelleys definition neo evangelicalism of which

daughters of sarah is a part has made a conscious break from fundamentalist
evangelicalism emphasizing the necessity of ecumenism
ecumenist tolerance and acceptance of

neoevangelicalism
various secular sources of authority such as science neo
evangelicalism has also
stressed certain historical aspects of evangelicalism such as the focus on individual
authority and democracy whereas fundamentalists within evangelicalism have
25

interpreted the priesthood of believers in a manner that reduces the authority of lay
members and asserts the power of pastors in local churches neo
neoevangelicals
evangelicals have
are free to choose their own
interpreted the same tenet to mean that lay members carefree
arefree
89
identities beliefs and actions ammerman 199087
19908789

nevo
neo
neoevangelicalism
evangelicalism thus has

characteristics fitting the descriptions of both strong and weak churches and matching the
definitions of both church and sect

while evangelicalism has undergone many transformations in recent decades
especially in consideration of the variety of groups found within the larger movement
many theorists feel that mormonism has remained surprisingly stable in its conservatism
even though it has accommodated to a certain degree to its surrounding environment
sect like characteristics despite its
thus many argue that mormonism has maintained sectlike

rapid expansion finke and stark 1992255

mormonism can be characterized as an

established sect in that it is highly organized yet still maintains an exclusivity that
places it in high tension with society mcguire 1992

warner
wamer writes that mormonism

has maintained
stained a strong religious vitality in utah because it perceives itself to be a
mai
mal ntained
I1

minority surrounded by a hostile culture

19931056

mauss has also used this model to

explore the tension between mormonism and its environment

he argues that when

retrenches
retrencher from the world it is able to
mormonism acts as a sect especially as it re
trenches
its high demands from its
provide a distinct and reassuring identity in return for itshigh

members 199428

in fact as the mormon church has assimilated to a certain degree

over time mauss asserts that some mormons are facing ambiguity and dissonance about
their identities

37

if this assimilation and accommodation increases
26

in the future

perhaps these mormons will look more like the mainstream protestants and evangelicals
who have to some degree turned to the larger society to frame their identities

these characterizations of protestantism and mormonism are significant in
explaining the choices that organizations make in connection to both religious and
feminist identities in addition joachim wach 1957 provides a helpful typology that
II and daughters of sarah concerning the operation of
can be applied to exponent 11

sectarian groups within larger religious institutions wach uses the phrase ecclesiolae in

ecclesia

173 to identify how groups with conflicting and often dissenting religious

orientations can exist within the larger religious organization in describing his typology
tiss represents an intermediate
pietatiss
pietutis
pie tatis
pietatis
pleta
wach proposes that one type of group a collegium pieta

step between individual protest and complete separation

174

members of a collegium

pietutis
pie tatis are loosely organized and join together for the purpose of promoting a higher
pietatis
sense of personal perfection which they feel is lacking in the general organization

this

II whose members are varied and
type of group in large part characterizes exponent 11

diverse yet seek as a whole to promote greater awareness about feminist issues within
II places
mormonism moreover because of the constraints of mormonism exponent 11

much emphasis on the individual and personal level rather than the larger organizational
pietutis
pie tatis
level as does wachs collegium pietatis

fraternitas
fratemitas
frate mitas
nitas
wach also identifies a second type of group namely the frater

A

frater
frate mitas
fraternitas
fratemitas
nitas is composed of a tightly organized group of members who take a critical

attitude toward the doctrine

and practice of the main group

180

because of the

frate
fraternitas
fratemitas
mitas
critical agenda of a frater
nitas it often exists in conflict with the larger organization
27

frater
frate
fratemitas
although daughters ojsarah
mitas
oJ sarah may not completely fit wachs description of a fraternitas
of
nitas

especially as the organization holds many traditional evangelical doctrines to be central to
its identity especially that of biblical authority it does represent more of a radical
II
critique of the religious sphere than does its counterpart exponent 11

this ability to

critique the larger organization is in part a product of daughters of sarahs evangelical
protestantisma
protestantism a tradition bom out of the spirit of reformation
II take towards
in summary the stance that daughters of sarah and exponent 11

feminism and religion is a condition of the type of religious background out of which
al boundaries of
organizational
each organization arises because of the weak organization

evangelicalism feminist movements growing out of this tradition can be largely
ecumenical crossing boundaries thus daughters of sarah can more easily address and
compromising
ng its religious identity
adopt a wider range of feminist issues without compromisi
compromise

the

an feminist and secular
christian
organization can also be more interactive with both christ

feminist traditions

this greater ability to interact with mainstream feminist sources does

not mean to imply that daughters of sarah places more value on its feminism than its
religious faith or that merging the two identities is an easy ttask
ask As bruland writes
evangelical feminists face a tremendous task because they cannot uncritically
appropriate the ethical theory method or content of either evangelicalism or of broadly

christian feminism

1989172

they must discern not only which elements of their

religious tradition are secondary patriarchal constructs

but must also discern what

they can borrow from other strands of feminism without compromising their core

religious beliefs and commitments

144

however the nature of evangelicalism means
28

that evangelical feminists can be somewhat selective about their own religious tradition
while still remaining intact within the movement in contrast feminist groups that occur
in connection with the strong boundaries of mormonism tend to be either outside the

faith and thus entail rejection of the faith or within and thus are heavily limited in the
they address exponent 11
issues and concerns the
II therefore tends to be more personal and

private in orientation and limits its feminist agenda to issues specific to mormonism
disregarding or rejecting much of mainstream feminism

case examples reil
religious
reli US womens
womf
woff ns contextual choices
As the feminist movement has wielded a growing influence on religious

institutions during the last few decades many researchers have attempted to understand
the diverse ways in which religious women have responded to the ideologies of the

movement and the related societal changes although research has tended to focus on
individual women and the complexity of their personal lives and choices it has also

emphasized the importance of the religious context in which the womens lives take
place often using terminology and concepts similar to those found in the theories

outlined in the previous pages researchers have discussed religious environments such as

protestantism judaism and catholicism in terms of constraints and opportunities
many women have made the choice of rejecting christianity in light of their
newfound feminist identities daughters of sarah includes a statement describing both
this phenomenon and the accompanying pressure that exists for religious women to
sacrifice their religion for their feminism

29

post
postchristian
christian feminists ask in wonderment how any selfrespecting
self respecting woman can
nto its mission and ministry
stay in a church that does not grant her full inclusion into
secular feminists who are fond of saying that religion has been the primary
oppressor of women over time often dismiss women who remain faithful to a
religious tradition todd 19844
II represent
in response to this radical course of action daughters of sarah and exponent 11

the alternate choices made by other individual women and womens organizations

that feel that giving up
especially those coming out of conservative religious traditions
traditionsthat

their religious heritage is not the answer because religion is central to who they are both
II seek to accommodate and negotiate their christian
daughters of sarah and exponent 11

feminist identities within their specific religious environments acknowledging the
constraints that come with that decision indeed while critics contend that evangelical
and mormon feminism consist primarily of ideologies borrowed from secular sources the
two organizations maintain that their feminism grows out of their religion thus

reasserting the centrality of their religious faith

winter adair lummis and allison
in their book on religious feminists miriam winteradair
stokes use the term defecting in place to refer to the prevalence of women who seek to
1196
1994196
remain in their traditional faith on their own terms 1994-

8

the women studied

provide some important explanations for staying within a faith that they feel betrays or
oppresses them to a certain extent explanations that include feelings of loyalty
60
friendship community stability and organization 58
5860

many have found a long-

standing identity in their religion which keeps them both afraid of leaving and somewhat
satisfied in remaining

womens feelings about their
the authors also note that the womens

religion and the options they perceive as open to them differ depending on the particular
30

religious environment in which they live these womens personal descriptions of how
they make their choices augments folbres discussion of the difficult conflicts that
individuals often feel in surveying their membership and identities in multiple often

competing groups

other scholars point to the active yet contextualized choices that women make in
confronting their religious cultures and institutions and forming their identities

for

1991
example debra kaufman in rachels daughters iggi
1991 writes of women who have

made a return to orthodox judaism as a conscious rejection of secular culture and the
11

relativism of modem living

7

these orthodox jewish women are celebrating

womens
woments
foments culture and traditional womens roles 136 as well as negotiating their rights
aties within the family 160
ities
and responsibilities
responsibil

whereas some would see a return to

orthodoxy as a blind choice or one resulting from false consciousness

kaufman

emphasizes that this interpretation gives only one side of the picture these women like
all individuals are simultaneously victims and agents

68
680

they are using their agency

constructively within the constraints of their religious tradition a tradition noted for its
rigid boundaries and rejection of the larger world
feminist interpretive approach kaufman tends at times to
because of her feministinterpretive
emphasize the jewish womens victimization over their agency she critically writes that
these womens female consciousness is limited by the parameters of patriarchy

153

and that their negotiations reflect the powers of the weak since although the women
know they are theologically equal to men they do not directly challenge the sociological
and legal sources of gender inequality

160

31

however her understanding of the

inri
akes her constantly return to
makes
complex relationship between agency and constraints also lyol

an acknowledgement of the active choices that the women have made

like folbre

she

sees that the women have constructively framed their identities with respect to their

religious tradition despite the fact that the options available for them as women are
limited they have used their religious identities to engage in collective action to enhance

their roles and positions as women within the religious tradition thus although their
power is not overt or direct it is not nonexistent
structure or contextual actionhas
action has been
the relationship between agency and structureor

emphasized by theorists studying people in other types of environments as well

for

example paul willis in his book learning to labor how working class kids get
counterculture
working class jobs 1977 discusses how male students create a counterculture
through their own activity and ideological development that leads them to reproduce

themselves as a working class

xi

rather than being overtly manipulated by the

system the students actively construct their own identities and futures within their own
class culture

this culture determines not only what choices are perceived as available

but how those choices are framed and defined

1

thus like women responding to their

religious institution these students make active choices according to the structures of
constraint framed by their culture

both the amount and type of authority and agency that religious women possess
differ according to their particular religious institution

for example although many

evangelical churches do not allow the ordination of women and thus prevent much of

womens direct authority and ability to reform the official church they do tend to give
32

validity to other types of womens leadership within the church thus giving the women a
1I sm
mormonism
degree of institutional power lacking in mormon

9

even within extremely constrained
constr
colstr al ned

religious institutions the structure of the institutions may provide certain opportunities
that empower women

gene
example
bums 1992 in his analysis of women in
for

contemporary catholicism writes that the structure of american catholicism has allowed
sisters to possess a degree of negative autonomy

the possibility of these sisters having

this element of power can seem surprising considering the conservative religious context
ofconstraints acting upon
catholicism is much like mormonism in terms of the level of constraints

women mormonism and catholicism share some noted similarities in structure such as
the existence of a male
dominated hierarchy a highly patriarchal tradition and a supreme
maledominated
male authority representing god on earth these factors have consistently limited the

power of mormon and catholic women to influence church practices and decisions
causing many women to feel alienated from the church institution

however according to bums it is precisely this alienation from the formal church
that provides the opportunities for catholic women to have some autonomy

the fact that

1identities are largely
ely
reil
rell
reli
the
and
religious
outside
institution
their
gous
pous
largely
the women are lar
institutionand
wous
9

institution means that the women are in many ways less constrained by
separate from the institutionmeans
it although catholic women may not have the authority needed to change the formal

structure of the church they do retain a degree of personal control over their own goals
and identities bums writes that it is clear that the catholicism of american sisters is
qquite
ui te different from that of the vatican

and that of most US bishops

155

catholic feminists are demonstrating that there are many ways to be catholic basing their
33

religious identities on the spirit and tradition of the religion rather than the formal
structure furthermore what many catholic women are experiencing on the individual
level also exists on the organizational level

catholic sisters have formed
thus because C

their religious values and traditions outside the formal institution they are able to use
their collective resources to challenge papal authority and question fundamental
definitions of faith while still maintaining a strong catholic identity see also weaver

1985107

catholic feminists ability to negotiate and adapt their religious identities is aided
delfinition
tion of who is catholic an individuals catholicism is not
definition
by the churchs wide delfini

dependent upon agreeing with church leaders or attending worship services but by not
formally renouncing the church winter et al 1994114

this degree of personal

freedom in matters of faith and behavior is much like that afforded evangelicals although
certain organizational means of
in some situations the catholic church does exercise certainorganizational
control

in contrast although mormons are encouraged by church leaders to exercise

their free agency and thus their autonomy hanks 1992xxi the strict church definitions
concerning who is and who is not mormon restricts members ability to negotiate their
religious identities further many have felt that in recent years mormon policies and

pronouncements have attempted to restrict members use of free agency thus severely
1987 xii
limiting their personal autonomy anderson 1993 shipps 1987xii

finally while the

issue of personal authority is important it should not overshadow the significance of
women and many evangelical women
formal authority because catholic and mormon womenand

34

lack official institutional power they do not have the ability to change the formal
structure and theology of their church
As these examples of women constructing their identities within conservative

religious traditions show the characteristics of the particular religious environment in
which the women act out their lives shapes how the women respond to feminism

the

identities to combine their
women described have been able to construct multiple identitiesto
religious commitment with their feminism however remaining in a religion on ones
onels
anels
weli in this case the
weil
well
own terms also involves remaining on someone elses terms as wellin

terms of the religious institution

the importance of the religious environment

both in

terms of the institution and the community cannot be overstated in the analysis of

womens christian feminist organizations mormon women and evangelical women face
markedly different structures of constraint and opportunity in terms of theology
authority and tension with the larger environment although the organizations represent

similar attempts to negotiate christian feminist identities their differing goals content
and methodologies are a result not so much of differences between the individuals that
make up the organizations but of differences between the larger religious environments
in which they take place

conclusion
in conclusion the similarities and differences between daughters of sarah and
exponent 11
II can best be understood in light of the unique religious contexts in which they
are founded each organization takes place in a specific religious environment an

comprised
environment compn
coman sed of both the church institution itself and the associated religious
35

community with its cultural norms and expectations

for daughters

of sarah the

neoevangelicalism
specific religious environment is that of neo
evangelicalism a subset of contemporary
II it is mormonism although both organizations also
evangelicalism and for exponent 11

exist within the larger environment of mainstream christian feminism and secular
feminism and within the even broader environment of american society the
organizations are most heavily influenced by their immediate evangelical and mormon
institutions and communities

thus

for this study the phrases religious environment

neoevangelical
and religious context refer to the specific neo
evangelical or mormon contexts not to
the broader feminist environment unless referred to specifically
organizational environment framework stresses the role of the
Min
minkoffs
koffss organizationalenvironment
minkoff

environment in organizational founding structure and development her analysis of the
recent proliferation of womens organizations explains how larger social and political
forces are at the root of why daughters of sarah and exponent 11
II as well as other
voluntary advocacy groups
form that of voluntaryadvocacy
christian feminist organizations take a similar formthat

koffss focus on the institutional environment emphasizes the reason why
minkoffs
finally Min
minkoff
organizations conform to environmental constraints they depend on the environment for
the legitimacy they need to survive

folbres economic model is instructive in understanding how individual women
maintain membership in multiple given and chosen groups and thus have overlapping
and often conflicting identities and interests women become part of certain groups both
as a result of their own conscious choices and as a result of ascribed characteristics which

place them automatically into given groups individual women engage in collective
36

action as a function of these groups which are formed and shaped by structures of

constraint

the focus that folbre places on the complexities

involved in collective action

helps to both explain
and validate the range and diversity of womens individual and
explainand

organizational identities within christian feminism
church sect typology points to the importance of the religious
finally the churchsect

environment upon organizational identity and action

the influence that religion plays in

the makeup of womens organizations is largely a result of the place of religion in the

church sect typology suggests the less tension there is between a
larger society As the churchsect
religion and society the greater ability an organization coming out of that environment
can have in interacting with mainstream feminism however the stronger the boundary

between a religion and its environment the more constraints the religion will have on
how an associated organizations identities and choices are framed

thus the degree of

tension between feminism and a particular religion on an individual and group level can
largely be seen as a reflection of the tension that exists between society and the religion
on a macro level

based on the above theoretical perspectives we can expect daughters of sarah
II to differ in content and style according to the constraints and
and exponent 11

opportunities created by the religious environments in which each is rooted first we
would expect the two publications to differ in terms of organizational goals within neo

evangelicalism the emphasis on social justice and individual authority would seem to
encourage goals oriented around social action and reform whereas the strict nature of

mormonism would likely restrict such social action goals and instead foster goals of
37

social support likewise we would expect the two publications to differ in terms of the
sources of authority they employ and the genres they use to express and legitimate their
neo
organizational goals and identities because neoevangelicalism
evangelicalism relies on the bible for

theological legitimacy and asserts that each member has the right to construct

authoritative interpretations we would expect daughters oJ
ojsarah
of sarah to include primarily
biblical theology and exegetical discussions however because mormonism restricts
members participation in the construction of theology and because formal theology is less
is likely to rely
central to mormon identity than organizational membership exponent 11
hiis
II
iiis

more heavily upon individual experience and testimony and thus on the personal essay

based on each organizations relationship with both its immediate religious
would also
aiso expect the two
institution as well as with mainstream feminism we wouldalso
is more interactive
neo
neoevangelicalism
organizations to differ in terms of content since evangelicalism

with the broader society than is mormonism we would expect daughters of sarah to

reflect the influence of mainstream christian and secular feminism in its content for
example in its discussion of feminist theology and popular feminist issues as well as in
its use of scholarly essays and references to feminist scholarship

in contrast because

the mormon church tends to isolate itself from the larger social environment and restrict
II
lr to be centered on concerns
members behavior and beliefs we would expect exponent 11

found primarily within the mormon community
II are similarly
in short although both daughters of sarah and exponent 11

attempting to gain empowerment through the integration of religion and feminism we
would expect to see differences in how they go about achieving this objective based on
38

neo
the differences in the distinct neoevangelical
evangelical and mormon environments in which each

organization is situated these differences will be manifest in the publications
organizational goals sources of authority genre relationship with mainstream feminism
tension with the immediate religious environment and content
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CHAPTER THREE

methodology
general methodology
II
this thesis compares two organizations daughters of sarah and exponent 11

the methodology employed is content analysis

which is the systematic study of

communications to describe social behavior and test propositions about it chadwick

bahr and albrecht 1984239

content analysis is used to make inferences about the

communicationin in other words asking why something is said or why
antecedents of communication
1980341
Krippen dorff 198034
something takes the form that it does krippendorff

two of the main benefits

of this methodology are that it avoids the problem of reactivity and that it utilizes
previously existing data sources

the use of written discourse as a data source means that

the informants concerns and manner of communication are not distorted in the process of

data collection

while these benefits and others such as the lower cost involved validate the use
of content analysis as a research method the methodology is not without its limitations

the primary challenge of content analysis lies in the concern for validity

written data

must be analyzed in a manner that is both systematic and objective one of the major
ways in which validity is achieved in content analysis is through the use of theory

theory provides an essential context for making inferences about data As thomas
carney notes content analysis always involves relating or comparing findings to some
camey
standard norm or theory

19725
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in this project the theoretical framework outlined in the previous chapter provides
the standard by which the findings can be judged indeed the use of theory in this

research project has been a very interactive process since the theory has not only guided
the formation of the initial research questions but has also informed both the collection

and interpretation of the data theory in general serves to alert a researcher to be aware

of the absence as well as the presence of certain characteristics in the data to look not just
for differences in topic frequencies but for differences in type degree and dimension

at

the same time the use of theory guides the researcher to expect certain findings and to

focus on specific aspects of the data thus theorists using a different theoretical approach
in analyzing the same data would likely find additional significant findings that are

overlooked by this approach

in addition to the use of theory as a research standard in this thesis the
comparative nature of this study reinforces the validity of the findings since each data
source can be seen as a standard by which the other can be judged

for example the

presence of a certain topic in one publication can make the presence or absence of that
topic in the other publication particularly significant or telling

source of data

the source of communication

the articles and editorials found in
for this study is thearticles

II while an examination of the written discourse
daughters of sarah and exponent 11

found in each publication can not be used to make broad or definitive generalizations
about the diverse combination of women who produce each paper the discourse does
both illustrate and define the predominant characteristics of each organization
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organizations that are in many ways separate from and greater than the individuals who
constitute them

this is particularly

the case for DOS ande
and exponent
xp onent
anent since the
1I

organizations are basically synonymous with the publications they produce with most
interaction taking place within the printed publication likewise although
althouizh most of the
articles included in the publications have been written and contributed by individual
women once they are published they represent the public voice of the organization

further all of the published articles have undergone some filtering process as editorial
boards have decided what to publish or not publish and in what format

for daughters of

II editorial staffs are the organizational leaders that help define the
sarah and exponent 11

identity of the organization they watch over and direct the development of the

organization articulate ideologies and goals and manage relationships with other
organizations while the type of editorial leadership may differ with each publication as
some editors seek to lead their audience in a certain direction while others want to merely

reflect the women they represent the editors are ultimately the ones deciding what goes in
to the publication and what is not published
II have much in common both publications
daughters of sarah and exponent 11

began in 1974 and thus have been published for roughly two decades daughters of
size issues a year before 1992 however issues were
doublesize
sarah currently prints four double
II has been published four times a year since its
produced six times a year exponent 11

inception both publications have also moved towards thematic issues daughters of

sarah is published in booklet form with a colored cover and table of contents exponent
11
II

is less formal published in coverless newsletter form
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daughters of sarah includes feature articles in each issue many of which have
DOS editors from authors outside evangelical circles from the
been solicited by doseditors

deterrained that each issue would include three main types of scholarly
beginning DOS determined
soc lial in contrast to DOS
articles biblical or theological historical and personal social

inclusion of primarily scholarly and theological articles exponent 11
II has tended towards
II has stated that its basic requirement
personal less structured articles indeed exponent 11
is that contributors submit articles written in the personal voice and the editors describe

the personal essay to be exponents principal genre and greatest asset while creative or

fictional writings such as short stories and poems are included in both DOS and

exponent these writings constitute the minority also while each publication regularly
prints book and conference reviews and letters to the editor these types of writing are for
the most part excluded from this study

because of time and resource limitations this study examines articles and
editorials from four separate years

the first two years

1984 and 1994 were chosen

twenty year anniversaries of the organizations
because they represent the ten and twentyyear
soundings
dings and because they included various articles evaluating the history and
foun
foundings

development of the publications

the second two years

1979 and 1989 were chosen so

year intervals issues from the
fiveyear
that the publications could be evaluated at regular five

year 1974 were not included because some issues were not accessible however since
both publications began that year it is likely that they were still sorting out their agenda
and identities and thus issues from this year can be omitted in favor of later editions
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three DOS issues from

1989 numbers 224
4 were also excluded because back issues were

not available

exponent 11
II and daughters of sarah represent a similar segment of the
population religious women who are mostly white college
aged or older middle to
collegeaged
upper class and highly educated although DOS has not conducted any recent surveys
one of DOSs editors was able to give a rough estimate of current publication

contributors about 90

of those contributing to daughters of sarah are women 75

cie
argy
clergy
of which have postgraduate degrees and half of which are cle
irgy representing a broad

this

range of religious identities for example from catholic sisters to female rabbis

wide diversity in contributors is because in the last few years DOS has begun to solicit

about half of its articles in the past about 85

of material included in DOS was

ving editors less control over the publications content
giving
contributed by freelance writers gi
I1

the publications circulation is now at roughly 5000

its membership high was about

off in the mid 1980s which the editor described as a
dropoff
10000 but it experienced a drop
widespread phenomenon occurring in similar publications

the most recent demographic survey conducted by exponent 11II was in
results printed in 1442
144 2

about 91

94.5
945
between the ages of 30 and 49 and 945

1989

exponent
II are women 56
of subscribers to EA
ponent 11

caucasian exponents educational

background from 1989 is lower than DOS which represents contributors not total
subscribers although still higher than the mormon or american populations with 85
having at least a college degree and 37
those surveyed were married 83

72
having a graduate degree in 1989
198972

had at least two or more children 28
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of

considered

homemaking to be their primary profession and 81
fi

firegular
regular participants in the LDS church

considered themselves to be

at the time of the 1989 survey

exponent

reached about 1900 women according to a recent telephone conversation current
circulation numbers in 1994 were about 1400 to 1500 down from about 2200 in 1993

although exact numbers are unknown numbers were possibly up to about 3500 in the
II has done little marketing and thus has relied on a
late 1980s however exponent 11

predominantly stable base of readers with relatively few new subscribers

exponent ITs
IFs
irs most recent survey conducted in 1996 was of lapsed subscribers
those who had let their subscription run out for various reasons among the 1800
surveys mailed out 307 were returned 78
bing 30
re
resubscribing
subscribing
those not resubscn

by those who did not wish to resubscribe

wrote that they disliked the content of the paper 15

that it had become too controversial and 23

of

said

felt that it was no longer relevant to their

lives
As the membership surveys show daughters of sarah and exponent 11
II are quite
all
ali
ail further as feminist publications both exist in some degree of
similar demographically
demographicall
demographic
blut no official connection to
blat
tension with their religious institution having cultural ties but

their religion

ie

neither publication is officially recognized or funded by church

authorities or resources

despite these similarities however the community that

exponent 11
II represents is much more compact and contained than that of daughters of
evangelicalism which is
sarah the looser audience of DOS is due to both the nature of evangelicalismwhich
publication which is to involve
diverse and to the designated purpose of the publicationwhich
broad and diverseand

broadlydefined
broadly defined christian feminists while still maintaining roots in biblical feminism
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indeed the different titles of the organizations underline differences between the
11
II is selfconsciously
self
audiences exponent ilis
consciously modeled upon its predecessor the womans
liis
lils

exponent a historical mormon womens newsletter that operated until 1914 many of the
women of the womans exponent were among the first mormon feminists

and were

active in defending both womens rights especially suffrage and their faith which for a
time included polygamous marriage

thus exponent is geared specifically towards

women coming out of the mormon heritage in contrast daughters of sarah points to a
ficai
fical basethat
historical
base that of the biblical sarah wife of abraham and as
broader christian histo
vribes itself as a magazine for christian feminists
describes
noted before DOS des

rather than by

ist
the narrower designation of biblical or evangelical feminist
fenlin
II fitting
although daughters of sarah can be fruitfully compared to exponent 11

well within the theoretical framework developed in the previous chapter 1I did feel that it

might be more effective to compare two christian feminist publications tied to specific
II to a mennonite
denominations or churches for example comparing exponent 11

publication rather than to an evangelical one

however after searching through indices

listing all of the religious feminist organizations in existence and after attempting to

discover applicable organizations through the networks of women involved in christian
feminism 1I was ultimately unable to find any publication that would fit my needs if and
denomination specific
when such publications exist a future comparison of two parallel denominationspecific
publications would be helpful in developing a complete picture of how religious
environments shape associated feminist organizations however 1I feel that the
comparison of DOS and exponent is useful in both supporting and developing my
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theoretical framework and in providing useful insights into the construction of religious

feminist groups within specific religious environments

data analysis

the method of data analysis for this thesis was a very
verr
vech
verb interactive and evolving
process from the outset 1I sought to include both quantitative and qualitative elements in
my analysis of the data 1I hoped that if 1I looked at the data from a variety of different

viewpoints and levels 1I would be able to gain a more complete understanding of the
differences and similarities between the discourse of each organization

thus 1I initially

planned to analyze the data in three steps that included the measurement of topic
self
year and twenty
compa jison
frequencies the comparison
lison of selfevaluations
tenyear
year
twentyyear
evaluations from the ten
anniversary issues and the textual analysis of individual articles at the level of discourse
As 1I began reading the publications more closely however 1I began to notice substantial

problems and limitations in the strategy 1I had outlined 1I felt that attempting to fulfill my
possible would not only provide an incomplete
planned method of analysis
if even possiblewould
analysisif
lons but would also obscure much of
izations
picture of the differences between the organizations

what the organizations were really about
problems with the original strategy were manifold first because issues were
organized around specific themes an evaluation of topic frequency from every five years
siance an issue discussed during
would not provide a systematic and complete comparison since
siince

a certain year in one of the magazines could have been discussed the previous year in the

other but would not be acknowledged in the study findings without a thorough analysis
two decade period a valid comparison of
of each magazine issue published over the twodecade
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topics could not be reached further 1I found that even when the two publications did
discuss similar subjects they did so in such different time periods that an analysis of such
articles included too many other competing factors to provide a helpful comparison

my second plan to compare ten and twentyyear
twenty year anniversary issues also needed to
ten year anniversary issues were sufficiently similar in structure
be altered while the tenyear
since both included analyses of the magazines history and development the twentyyear
twenty year

anniversary issues did not include such self evaluations and thus could not be used as

self reflective articles in its twentieth
points of comparison DOS did print two important selfreflective
anniversary issue however these articles focused on the development of christian

feminism rather than the specific evangelical feminism of the publication
shorn
publication shonn
short scholarly articles for
finally the use of different genres by each publicationshort

exponent meant that while the genre differences were
DOS and long personal essays for exponentmeant
meaningful as discussed in the findings section the two publications were much more

difficult to compare in a quantitative manner furthermore 1I felt that comparing the two
organizations too closely at the discourse level reinforced my tendency to view the two
groups at the individual level

ie

in terms of the individual women who managed the

organizations or the published writers rather than at the organizational level on which 1I
had based my theoretical framework

in order to more fully understand the two organizations 1I first did extensive

specify context of each organization through the use of scholarly
research into the specific
specifi
1I

sources as well as through the information found in my reading of the two publications 1I
was able to better comprehend the religious background history theology and founding
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events of each publication 1I felt that the use of scholarly research was especially

important in not only providing essential information about the two organizations but
also in reducing my own personal biases As a member of the mormon church 1I did not
II or judge it at a
want my personal orientation and feelings to lead me to favor exponent 11

different standard than daughters of sarah 1I also did not vant
want to pass over meaningful
elements in exponent because they were too familiar or likewise to disregard significant
elements in DOS because they were unfamiliar to my experience thus 1I attempted to
gain a scholarly appreciation of the two religions focusing on the sociological aspects of
ism while secondary sources were extremely important 1I
mormonism and evangelicalism
evangelical

also found that the publications themselves were an essential source of information about
the religious context of each organization
1I

next began my formal analysis of the two magazines by carefully reading and

rereading the articles and editorials published during the four years 1I had chosen noting
the genre topic and author information when given of each article 1I looked for

recurring themes concepts and methodologies in each publication after closely reading
and evaluating all the issues included in my study 1I found that 1I had discovered some

significant differences between the two publications in order to substantiate what 1I had
ten year anniversary issues of each
discovered 1I decided to look more closely at the tenyear

publication because these two issues were the most similar in form 1I felt that a close
quantifiable comparison was possible using only the editorials and articles in these
issues which focused on the history and identity of the two organizations 1I first measured
slon
discua
discussion
sion of organizational goals 1I
the amount of space given by each publication to the discu4
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then measured how much of that space was given to each of three dominant
organizational goals community support consciousness raising and social action 1I next
ten year anniversary issues
looked at the other articles included in the tenyear

for example

DOS

included articles written by catholic women and exponent included personal essays and
a historical biography 1I used the topics and methodologies exemplified by these articles

to discuss the patterns 1I had found through my analysis of the four complete years of

issues 1I also compared the main genre types of the feature articles included in daughters
II over the four years and noted the major themes found in each
of sarah and exponent 11

issue

generalizability is a problem in this study although 1I am using some
quantitative techniques my methodology does not fit the requirements for probability
statistics rather 1I am choosing my sources subjectively but purposively according to
ability of the materials my
my judgment of their relevance and according to the accessibility

analysis is thus only applicable to the discourse of the specific groups 1I am studying

at

the same time because 1I have based my findings on a specific theoretical framework 1I
11

feel that my results do have theoretical validity and can therefore provoke insights into

other cases and situations further 1I hope that future studies will explore dimensions of
religious feminist organizations which 1I am unable to examine and develop due to the

limited nature of this study
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CHAPTER FOUR
RELIGIOUS CONTEXT
introduction
II were each established in 1974 a midpoint
daughters of sarah and exponent 11
mid point in

the decade that saw the wide expansion and influence of the womens movement and the

proliferation of smaller womens advocacy organizations due to this common social
climate one that provoked women across the united states to rethink their traditional
climateone
the processes by which daughters of sarah and exponent 11
II were founded
identities
identitiesthe

were extremely similar both publications grew out of the discussions of small groups of
women who had joined together to examine their religious beliefs and commitments in
light of the new ideas flowing from the womens movement

the two organizations

were

similarly concerned with integrating feminism into their religious identities without

compromising their religious faith both organizations also drew upon the women of
their own religious traditions who had been involved in similar feminist fights during the

mormon women drew upon their pioneer forebearers
centurymormon
fore bearers who fought for
previous century

womens suffrage evangelical women upon the religious women involved in a wide range
of social and political causes finally both organizations created similar structures based
on consensus not hierarchy and were dependent upon voluntary contributions of time
and money

despite the similarities between the organizations however the distinct religious
born has influenced the specific goals style and
environments in which each was bom
lons thus to fully appreciate the differences between
izat ions
organizat
organizations
methodologies of each organ
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the two organizations in addition to their similarities it is first necessary to understand

founded and shaped
the unique context in which each organization was foundedand

this section

begins by addressing the evangelical context of daughters of sarah describing first the
larger evangelical movement and neo evangelicalism as we
wellll as the evangelical feminism
weli
11

that developed within the movement and then discussing the founding and beginning
stages of DOS

the mormon context of exponent 11IIff is then examined in the same

manner beginning with a general look at mormonism and mormon feminism and
followed by a description of the specific background of exponent

evangelical context
evangelicalism is seen by most americans today as synonymous with
conservative protestantism

the public image of evangelicalism has been shaped by

par achurch organizations such as the moral majority and the new christian right which
parachurch
Evange licals
root their outspoken moral views and conservative politics in religion evangelicals
born again christians are known for their belief in the inerrancy of
popularly deemed bom
the bible from which tenet stems their conservative attitudes and behaviors As such
to be an unexpected place for feminism to rise and flourish As
evangelicalism seems tobe

daughters of sarah notes in 1984

this feminist movement has surprised many observers

who being familiar with
the conservative approach to scripture associated with evangelicalism and
unaware of earlier evangelical feminism apparently assumed that evangelicalism
would be the last place to see a manifestation of the christian feminist movement
1984 18
scanzoni 198418

indeed evangelical women have provided some of the strongest opposition to feminism
antl feminists however
and most evangelicals would likely deem themselves anti
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evangelicalism has changed considerably over its history and today encompasses a wide
spectrum of groups opinions and identities

evangelicalism has been notoriously difficult to define because the name includes
such a widespread movement evangelicals by definition are not tied to any

denomination and cross multiple boundaries because evangelicalism is based primarily
on belief systems as opposed to organizational definitions
and because those belief
definitionsand

systems promote individual authority and responsibility membership in any specific
evangel iclal religious identity
organization is not a necessary prerequisite for an evangelical

evangelicals are thus primarily bound to each other by their commitment to a number of
basic beliefs and by their adoption of similar behavioral standards although they also
tend to share a number of common demographic characteristics
asni
isni grew out of the early protestant revivals which emphasized the
evangelicalism
evangelical

individual personalized aspects of religious experience As nancy hardesty notes in her
historical review of evangelicalism these revivals drew their roots to the puritan
emphasis on conversion as evidence and experience of salvation

1995209

hardesty

also identifies the reformation as an important source of evangelicalism especially neo

evangelicalism in particular the reformation emphasis on scripture and a commitment
to social involvement

1995209

others have noted how the puritanical tradition of

classical biblical orthodoxy influenced the evangelical approach to scripture hutcheson

198127

together the puritan and reformation traditions influenced early american

protestantism and established the basic pattern for democratic evangelicalism which
emphasized social activism and democratic consensus based on biblical authority
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hardesty notes how early evangelical revivalists stressed the importance of social
action one of the major promoters of social reform was revivalist charles grandison
10
finney a presbyterian evangelist who preached in new york hardesty 1995210
19952

in an

article in DOS hardesty notes that finneys theology was in sharp contrast with that of
early calvinist revivalism

197915 As finney would declare religion

something you do not something to wait for

hardesty 197915

iss
1

finney inspired

to get involved in social reform causes such as
evangelicals many of them women
womento

temperance abolition and womens rights indeed elizabeth cady stanton who was
involved in organizing the first womens rights convention was converted under his
ministry hardesty 1995210

evangelicalism constituted the principal strain of american christianity
throughout the 18th and 19th centuries acting as the dominant force in society until the
rise of biblical criticism science and secularism took their toll on the conservative

tradition hutcheson 198128

after the civil war liberal protestantism took the place

of conservative protestantism in american society becoming the mainstream force in

american christianity and commanding the religious and political spheres in america
despite this continued liberal dominance however evangelicalism again gained in
II
strength and importance after world war 11

although contemporary evangelicalism evolved from the earlier evangelical
tradition the twentieth century movement is not the same evangelicalism that dominated
society a century ago

rhe
the difference between traditional and contemporary

evangelicalism does not lie so much with the doctrine itself doctrinal principles have
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e r time most evangelicals to
over
d ay including liberal or
today
remained relatively stable ov

charismatics
matics would hold to the
progressive evangelicals as well as fundamentalists and charis
traditional five fundamentals

verbal inspiration of scripture as the word of god the

virgin birth of christ substitutionary atonement the bodily resurrection of christ and the

second coming

hutcheson 198133

in addition to these five fundamentals

contemporary evangelicals also hold a number of other related beliefs as central to their
personal theology evangelicals believe in the binding authority of the bible they
interpret the bible literally and hold it central in all concerns of life evangelicals hold to
the necessity of personal faith in jesus christ as savior with a focus on faith over works

that separates them from the calvinist tradition As their name implies evangelicals also
feel there is a need to evangelize the world for christ both men and women historically

and currently have been involved in extensive missionary work both in the united states
and abroad finally evangelicals believe in a universal priesthood of believers as

opposed to an exclusive priesthood of the clergy

10
0O

since evangelical doctrine has undergone little transformation in the last century
the difference between past and present evangelicalism lies primarily in the diversity of

ways in which current evangelicals approach their religion and how they interpret their

neoevangelicalism
own religious responsibilities in particular the neo
evangellicalism represented in
evangelicalism

daughters of sarah constitutes a break from the fundamentalism of traditional
evangelicalism

neoevangelicalism is representative of demographic
indeed the existence of neo
evangelicalism
changes that have occurred within evangelicalism over time
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for much of its history

ism was composed of individuals with lower educational levels and
american evangelicalism
evangelical
much more conservative views than the population at large however by the second half

of the 20th century evangelicals were becoming more like the average american and
strength so much so that 1976 was
evangelicalism was gaining in acceptance and in strengthso

deemed the year of the evangelical

while evangelicalism gained in importance and numbers however it also began
to contain internal divisions As wuthnow notes in the late 1960s

the implicit bond

between evangelical religion and conservative politics began to be questioned

1988188 and during the late 1960s and early 1970s a number of evangelicals
began to take more progressive and
educatedbegan
especially those who were more highly educated

warner 1988189
11988189 ammerman
liberal political and social stances watt 199149 wamer
1

67
199012667
1990126

it was during this time that the secular womens liberation movement was

in full swing exerting a powerful influence on institutions throughout american society

main targets being religious institutions although most evangelicals sided
one of the maln
1
w
oais and
oals
with
counterfeminist
feministt movement and voiced strong opposition to the 9goals
ith
the counter
counterfemini
L

aily those
ally
especially
aspeci
ideologies associated with the womens movement some evangelicals especi

neo
neoevangelicalism
associated with the progressive strand of neoevangelicalismreacted
evangelicalism reacted by creating their

own distinct form of christian feminism

neo
neoevangelicalism
evangelicalism has provided a safe and fertile place within evangelicalism
neo
for the development of christian feminism in many ways neoevangelicalism
evangelicalism has

evangelicalism especially that which is influenced by
separated itself from mainstream evangelicalismespecially

fundamentalist views

neo
evangelicals have been much more open to
for example neoevangelicals
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academic scholarship to science to certain types of biblical criticism and to an

involvement with the secular world than has fundamentalism hutcheson 1981245
1981245
divisions
sions within evangelicalism
the issue of biblical interpretation has created major divil

although nearly all evangelicals would hold that the bible assumes the ultimate authority
in their lives fundamentalists affirm its complete inerrancy while moderate and liberal

evangelicals tend to believe that biblical literalism does not always provide ultimate truth
and needs to be tempered by an understanding of the biblical context

neo
neoevangelicals
evangelicals are also distinct from fundamentalists in how they view social
justice issues fundamentalists have focused almost exclusively on the salvation of souls
a goal they feel needs to be achieved through the example of members following strict

moral and behavioral standards not through attitudes of toleration and pluralism

ammerman 1990110

neoevangelicals
in contrast neo
evangelicals have placed great importance on

social justice and humanitarian issues issues which they feel are interconnected to the
icalisim but are also important in
evangelicalism
goal of evangelism and to the central tenets of evangel

Am meirman 1990117
their own right ammerman

moreover for neo evangelicals the

commitment to social and political action assumes the necessity of an interactive
isas avoid and condemn the
engagement in the secular world thus while fundamentalists
fundamental

neo
practice of ecumenism
ecumenist the neoevangelical
evangelical movement has concentrated on promoting

ecumenist
social justice primarily through functional ecumenism

19813344
hutcheson 198133

As

neo
evangelical leaders steered away from the
robert wuthnow notes man neoevangelical

sectarianism fragmentation and theological strife that had reduced the effectiveness of
their fundamentalist forbears and focused more on promoting a new spirit of
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interdenominational cooperation for the advancement of christianity a more constructive
approach toward the complex relation between evangelism and social ethics

1988173

this approach to social ethics has at times also dominated mainstream forces
within contemporary evangelicalism not just its neo
neoevangelical component
evangelical

par achurch organizations such as the moral majority have become
evangelical parachurch
dominant in secular american society indeed the contemporary evangelical movement
has become increasingly important in framing the countrys political social and moral

agenda so much so that many mainstream churches are perceiving evangelicalism as a
threat to their own growth and stability although much of contemporary evangelicalism
has been tied to conservative politics however the nature of evangelicalism has also

made it possible for evangelicals to explore a liberal agenda in particular providing the
opportunity for a number of evangelical women to combine their religious faith and
neo
feminist beliefs in such a way that a distinct neoevangelical
evangelical feminist movement could

develop

evangelical feminism
evangelical feminism was in many ways bom with the founding of daughters of

sarah and other associated organizations although evangelical feminists drew their
feminist roots to evangelical women of the past who had labored for the cause of women
such as those involved in suffrage the evangelical feminist movement itself did not take
shape until the early 1970s

thus

an analysis of daughters of

sarah is one of the most

the biblical feminist movement
useful and reliable sources of information to be found on th
at least through the eyes of those involved in the movement
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while this thesis relies most heavily on DOS for its description of evangelicalor
evangelical or
feminism and thus most discussion of biblical feminism will be in the findings
biblical
biblicalfeminism
chapter one reference source is helpful in understanding the initial development of the
1991
evangelical feminist movement david watt iggi
1991

in his analysis of the roots of

evangelical feminism theorizes that evangelical feminism constitutes both a natural
culmination of the previous course of evangelical history and a sharp break with the
evangelical past

116

first the development of evangelical feminism was a natural

occurrence in that it arose at a time when evangelicals were becoming more like

mainstream americans for example increasing numbers of evangelical women were
gaining higher levels of education and working outside the home while evangelical
leaders persistently encouraged women to follow scriptural teachings by staying in the
home and fulfilling their gendered roles many of the leadersS also softened their remarks
in light of the reality that many women did not have opportunity to stay at home

evangelical feminism also emerged naturally as evangelicals became increasingly
activii sm meant that more
activism
concerned with social justice issues increased social activin

secular sphere and thus into greater
evangelicals were becoming involved in the public secularsphere

contact with the larger feminist movement

what watt feels is the sharp break between evangelical feminism and its
ferninists have handled the doctrine of
evangelical heritage is in the way that evangelical feminists

biblical inerrancy
in the

116

evangelical feminists have based their new feminist identities

bibie
bible despite criticism from traditional evangelicals asserting that the women have
bibledespite

first borrowed their feminist ideologies from secular sources and then attempted to
59

reconcile them with the bible a process antithetical to evangelical tradition however
the early biblical feminists had also begun to see human elements in the bible As watt

writes

though they often proclaimed their loyalty to that doctrine ie biblical
authority the most prominent and reflective evangelical feminists had in effect
gutted it of meaning As their critics noted they had abandoned the high view of
twentieth century evangelical history
scripture that played such a crucial role in twentiethcentury
0

116
ilg.116

while an evaluation of DOS would support watts assertion the content of DOS also
suggests that if evangelical feminism has come to display some modification in its
attitude toward the doctrine of biblical inerrancy that change has evolved over time in

other words the sharp break with the past did not occur at the beginning of the
evangelical feminist movement but evolved gradually as the movement grew stronger
and more highly developed it also occurred as large numbers of evangelicals were
incorporating new forms of biblical analysis into their religious practice moreover
although evangelical feminists would acknowledge a change in the way they view
scripture they would still vehemently deny that they have compromised or rejected their
belief
bellef in biblical authority to
theirbelief
biblical tradition especially since they continue to hold their
be central to their identities and use that belief in the bible to separate themselves from

other feminists both secular and christian

background of daughters of sarah

the writers of daughters

twenty year anniversary
of sarah note in their ten and twentyyear

important events in
issues that the birth of DOS was accompanied by a number of ofimportant
contemporary evangelicalism As discussed earlier in the late 1960s and 1970s many
60

neo
neoevangelicals
evangelicals were beginning to get formally involved in issues of social action and

prominent evangelical magazine focusing on social action and
justice in 1971
1971 the pr0minent
Soj
xstice sojouner
sojoumer
justice
oumer then post american was begun in august 1974 letha scanzoni
estice

and nancy hardesty published their book all were meant to be A biblical approach to

womens liberation an explication of evangelical fernin
feminism
ism in november of the same
year the evangelical womens caucus was founded now called the evangelical and

ecumenical womens caucus

and

in

december of 1974 from largely the same

sources daughters of sarah was officially born
neo
in many ways it was the neoevangelical
evangelical focus on social justice that provided the

impetus for evangelical women to enter the cause promoting womens liberation A 1984

feminist that is must be
article in DOS reads to be biblically christian one must be feministthat
committed to justice for females as well as males
evangelism

mollenkott 19848

liberation does not compete with

attitude that social justice and liberation
this attitudethat

are

evangelicalism drove many women to reevaluate their own religious
inseparable from evangelicalismdrove
movement and to reevaluate their new
identities in light of the womens liberation movementand

feminist ideas in the light of their religious beliefs
DOS and the evangelical womens caucus were linked from the beginning

especially since they were formed by women in the same circles

the evangelical

womens caucus had grown out of a 1973 workshop held bbyy a group of evangelical men
unhappy with the identification of conservative theology with conservative and

complacent politics

hardesty 1995217

in their chicago declaration the group

asserted that conservative christians had encouraged men to prideful domination and
61

women to irresponsible passivity so we call both men andwomen
and women to mutual submission
and active discipleship

217

this beginning recognition of womens incomplete

position within evangelicalism prompted many women to reevaluate their own place
changea a desire that resulted in both the
within the church and to desire to bring about change

caucus and in daughters of sarah

to the present

many of the contributors to DOS have

continued their involvement in the evangelical and andecumenical
ecumenical womens caucus and
DOS has included reviews of many of the issues addressed in the meetings

the related

nature of the two groups was noted in DOS in 1984 stating that the continued existence

of these two organizations testifies to the networks of evangelical biblical conservative

christian feminists which god has raised up hardesty 19846
of DOS were also deeply inspired by scanzoni and hardestys book
oddos
the founders ofdos

all were meant to be which outlined numerous sources of legitimacy for evangelical
women who were seeking religious justifications for their newfound feminist
orientations

book providing a biblical basis for womens equality
the approach of the bookproviding

exemplified the basic mode of doing evangelical theology interpreting
in the church
churchexemplified

scripture this reliance on the authority of the bible both as a normative source and as a
feminist methodology has continued to serve as the major difference setting evangelical
52
feminism apart from other types of religious feminism bruland 198914952
1989149

scanzoni and hardesty identified many of the initial hallmarks of
in their book Si
canzoni
evangelical feminism such as previously overlooked scriptures that promote the equality

of women and mistranslations or cultural biases surviving in the bible or in common
biblical interpretations

the authors talked about jesus
62

attitude toward women

women were certainly a class of oppressed people at the time that jesus walked
yet jesus attitude toward women gave promise
upon the earth
se of liberation
promi
aromi
from the chains of custom
could it be that here was womans liberator we
believe the answer is yes

197411

the authors also discussed the importance of proper biblical

interpretation

the matter

of hermeneutics is central in discussing the question of womans role and status for too
long proof texts from the bible have been hurled at women to keep them in place

19

they argued that women should not be excluded from the ministry and from the church
women have proven that god does call and empower them
thern and that they are equal to the
task

their record has simply been ignored

175

and finally they reached back to their

own evangelical history to provide a justification for evangelical feminism Is it possible
to be both a feminist and a christian

the early american abolitionists

were

the

english quakers and such women as catherine booth cofounder of the salvation army
definitely were
and for DOS

206

this book acted as a catalyst for the biblical feminist movement

in zos
andos
z05
the authors also became heavily involved indos
los hardesty as a member

of DOSs staff and scanzoni as a frequent contributor to the publication

in addition to all were meant to be evangelical feminists relied on other sources
to support their developing feminist identities

for example

one DOS writer noted that

idlers monograph jesus was a feminist was a source of inspiration and
swidlers
leonard Sw
empowerment hardesty 19845

swidler discussed how jesus actively promoted the

equality of women within an extremely patriarchal society proving that he was a
revolutionary feminist further the discovery of women who were leaders in the
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evangelical tradition but had been long overlooked provided inspiration for the

movement and for the creation of DOS groh 19847
in many ways DOS seems the prototype of womens organizations born
bom in the
1970s and inspired by the womens liberation movement DOS grew out of the largely

informal conversations of a small group of women united in common concerns and
experiences

like women across the country who were finding a source of strength and

meaning through the reevaluation of their own history the women involved in DOS were
inspired to continue their endeavors by the discovery of women in their own evangelical
history

the publication of DOS was begun on a

shoestring budget

survived based on largely voluntary work and little advertising

and it grew and

the members of the

group from the beginning were also committed to the principle of consensus one
woman noted the production process in the following manner we do not run a

hierarchical organization but rather aim for mutual submission to each other and try to
make our decisions by consensus

finger 1984d3

daughters of sarah describes its own beginning in the following way in 1973
eight women from the north park area of chicago gathered for weekly discussion and
quea
question
tion which they felt was
debate As a group these women attempted to answer a quey
que5

crucial to their own self understanding namely

compatible

for these women

are christianity and feminism
a

the question was not only intellectual As christian women we desperately
wanted to find our faith and our feminism compatible in this endeavor our very
lives were at stake most feminists in the early seventies declared the church as a
key oppressor of women we were not convinced groh 19845
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after closely studying scripture and their own evangelical history and after being
motivated by the writings of others searching for answers to the same question the small
h i 1 steans
group of women felt convinced that we could be both C
stians and feminist and we
christians

wanted to spread the word

inspired by the other new evangelical publications and

organizations the women created and distributed the first DOS newsletter
mimeograph copies sent to friends and acquaintances

200 faded

the new publication described its

identity and purpose in these words

we are christians we are also feminists some say we cannot be both but
christianity and feminism for us are inseparable daughters of sarah is our
attempt to share our discoveries our struggles and our growth as christian
1bitted
itted to scripture and we seelk
seell to find in it meaning for our
women we are comm
committed
seek
lives we are rooted in a historical tradition of women who have served god in
innumerable ways and we seek guidance from theirexample
their example we are convinced
that christianity is relevant to all areas of womens lives today we seek ways to
act out our faith

mormon context

just as the conservative environment of evangelicalism has served as an
unexpected source of feminism so mormonisms conservative and patriarchal climate
seems an unlikely place to find feminist ideologies and identities mormon women have
often been compared with other conservative or fundamental christian women in terms of
their maintenance of traditional values and roles in the face of mounting pressures from a
rapidly changing american society

to many

mormon women and conservative

protestant women seem to be clinging to traditions that are known for their persistent
of the mormon history of
ofthe
oppression and subordination of women indeed because odthe

polygamy many critics have felt that mormon women are perhaps more confined and

65

oppressed than most conservative christian women

this observation whether true or

not underlines an important point despite surface similarities in the attitudes and
behaviors of mormon women and conservative protestant women there are essential
differences between the groups which are a result of differing theologies church
structures and cultural backgrounds in a short statement comparing mormon women to

evangelical women peggy stack summarizes what she sees at the root of the deeper
differences between the two groups

mormon women today seem in many ways like their conservative counterparts in
evangelical christianity we are encouraged to many young to honor husbands
and fathers as the head of the household to devote our lives primarily to the task
of childbearing and childrearing we are not encouraged to develop a career
and are positively discouraged from working outside the home but historically
socially and theologically we are fundamentally different from even antithetical
to evangelical christians nineteenth century mormonism was a radical critique
christianity just as it was of american culture my ancestors rejected
of christianityjust
individualistic enterprise for communalism democracy for theocracy monogamy
for polygamy 199130

although substantial changes have occurred in the mormon church since the
nineteenth century most notably the rejection of polygamy and the transformation of
dizion
izion
zion from a political enterprise to a spiritual ideal

mormonism is still defined by a

structure heritage and belief system that separates it from other christian churches

thus although mormonism has in some ways become mainstream for example in
terms of the high educational attainment and social status of its american membership
and although mormons are looking more like other conservative protestant groups

especially in their orthodox opinions concerning morality and politics mormonism is still
generally thought to be somewhat peculiar

cornwall 199169
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moreover in many

ways mormonism seeks to reinforce that image reminding itself and others that it is

distinct from all other christian churches protestant and catholic alike

the mormon church was officially organized in

1831 although it draws its roots
1830

to the early christian church hence calling itself the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day

saints or the restored true church

historians note that mormonism has been distinct

from its inception due to its eclecticism of doctrines and its sharp break from

protestantism in its early years life in the mormon church was characterized by extreme
nonbelievers
persecution at the hands of non
believers mormons moved from place to place finally
society their political zion
settling in utah in order to set up their own utopian societytheir

mormons were an exclusive tight
knit group because they had to be they were defined
tightknit
as deviant by the rest of society in the twentieth century mormonism has rejected many

of its earlier practices and has become more acceptable and accommodated to american
society however mormons are still distinct in many ways and tend to act as an
experience
ence but they are also
exclusive group they are united by a common persecution expert
experi

united by their unique religious beliefs and church structure

gordon and gary shepherd 1984 note that in order to fully understand
mormonism it is above all necessary to recognize the essentially theocratic character of
mormon beliefs

9

the source of religious truth for mormons is modern revelation

through a prophet who is the president of the church although
each individual member may receive revelation to resolve personal problems or to
carry out the duties of a local church office only the president of the church who
is entitled to receive revelation
helt seer and relevator sic
is also Prop
prophet
pertaining to matters of dogma and policy for the church as a whole since this
revelation is believed to follow directly from a divine source there can be little
67

fi
from
accordingly mormons are taught hiom
om an early age to obey
questioning
church doctrines to honor priesthood authority and to comply with leadership
decisions 9

II emphasize the theocratic and hierarchical nature of mormonism
articles in exponent 11

exponent
and the resulting role of obedience for lay members one E
ponent writer compares her
mormon heritage to those of two other women esther who is jewish and kathryn who
is

catholic she states
my church makes no more pretense at being democratic than does esthers or
is a hierarchy self
selfperpetuating
kathryns it isa
perpetuating and operated under the aegis of men
whose claim to being called of god is as supported by faithful mormons as the
rule of the pope by believing catholics or the chosen people mindset
mindret of devoted
jews thayne 19947

although members have the right and responsibility to receive personal revelation that
revelation is primarily confirming revelation not creative revelation

this is because

gods truth comes through certain authoritative channels
through a hierarchical system
channelsthrough
of leadership based on a lay priesthood in this system which is headed by a living
prophet all worthy males twelve and older hold priesthood power and according to
the different offices they hold have different responsibilities and authority to administer
in the church

those outside the priesthood women in particular lack the authority and

voice in matters of church operation and theology

difference between mormonism and
the issue of authority is a major differencebetween

evangelicalism because evangelicals draw their authority from god through scripture
evangelicals
licals
every individual theoretically has equal authority in practice some evange
authority that
especially those in more conservative evangelical denominations lack the theauthority
church leaders assume nevertheless the broad umbrella of contemporary evangelicalism
68

means that each individual has the personal autonomy to debate and create theology
within the evangelical movement according to his or her own understanding and
interpretation of scripture As bruland writes

in evangel
evangelicalism
icalism the ultimate authority

for interpreting the sacred text lies not with ecclesiastical or academic leaders but with
the people

1989146

bruland goes on to say that evangelical theology is often decided

by popular support and thus a major task for evangelical feminists involves

disseminating and gaining popular acceptance for egalitarian biblical interpretations and
ecclesiastical practices

1989146

in mormonism popular support never creates or

legitimizes popular constructions of theology theology is established through a top
down process and lay members role in that process is one of support and confirm
confirmation
ati
atl on
confirmati

the belief in continuing revelation through priesthood authority also means that
mormons consider current teachings and scripture to be more meaningful and correct
than past scripture

thus although mormons tend to interpret much of the bible in a

literal manner they do not believe in biblical inerrancy

As melodie charles writes

mormon acceptance of the bible is a qualified acceptance

mormonism is able to

reject biblical teachings practices and history that do not accord with its views of the
gospel of christ and of gods dealings with people

198737

in situations of ambiguity

or conflict over doctrine and practices found in the bible mormons turn to their own
unique scriptures which include statements made by contemporary prophets and other
church leaders however since the structure of mormonism emphasizes matters of

behavior over matters of belief and since mormonism has a less clearly defined
theological system

eg

since mormonism lacks professional theologians who constantly
69

scripture theology is less important to mormons
learn and reevaluate doctrine and scripture11
11

and identity than is everyday experience
sense of selfunderstanding
self
seif
understanding

thus whereas

evangelical feminists use the authority of the bible to legitimate both their religious and

feminist ideologies mormon feminists use scriptural sources only secondarilyit
secondarily it is
primarily their own feelings and life experiences

ie

their testimonies that create and

legitimate their religious feminist identities

another central belief of mormonism that separates it from other christian
religions is its unique conception of god

like evangelical protestantism mormonism

holds christs ministry on earth and resurrection to be central to its identity and authority

father is a physical corporeal being the
thefather
however mormons also believe that god the
literal father of the spirits of mankind although the belief in a physical male god

precludes much of mainstream feminist theology which iiss based on a spiritual genderless

god it does allow for the theology of a mother in heaven in addition because mormon
doctrine teaches that men and women are the spiritual children of god mormons believe
that they can progress and become like god eventually and indeed can become spiritual
parents like god

the belief in spiritual progression is central to mormonisms focus on families

in

mormonism families are eternal units as well as basic units in the church marriages are
performed in temples for time and eternity indeed only those who have these celestial
marriages are able to earn the highest degree of glory in the afterlife As jan shipps
gen delr differentiation for time
writes the belief in eternal families also translates into gender

and eternity

perhaps more than anything else aside from the book of mormon and
70

the joseph smith story this difference gives mormonism its theological distinctiveness

199478

she continues saying that

the continuing emphasis that all saints place on the eternal nature of families
composed of fathers mothers and children who never lose their identities as
males and females provides a basis for understanding mormonism as an ongoing
community of peculiar people 78
relles
reiles
roles
roies
the focus on eternal families reinforces traditional family rolles

since the roles of

motherhood and fatherhood are seen as transcending earthly life it also leads to

antagonism with mainstream feminism as womens traditional roles are given religious
grounding

these and other unique doctrines unite members of the mormon church as an
and
exclusive organization As shepherd and shepherd note mormonisms basic beliefs
beliefsand
beliefs are an important way that the modem
the spiritual elements associated with those beliefsare

mormon church achieves internal bonding 1984122

Ho
however
vever shepherd and

shepherd identify other commitment mechanisms which act to maintain the mormon
church as an exclusive organization and to retain members one of the most direct ways
in which mormonism maintains social control is through confession and surveillance

lai standing and participation in the
ial
social
members worthiness which determines their soc

church is determined through priesthood interviews which evaluate members beliefs
standards those who deviate from
and behavior those who do not live up to the standardsthose
practices are given certain punishments
church practicesare

most severe sanctions are
the mostsevere

ment and excommunication which cut off members from active
disfellowshipment
disfellowship

participation in the church

ie

speaking in church partaking of the sacrament entering

71

the temple holding any church office etc

118

although errant
evangelicals may
errantevangelicals

undergo certain social or community sanctions they do not face official punishments
that cut them off from their religion primarily because the structure of evangelicalism is
democratic not autocratic

the mormon church also retains members through the principle of sacrifice in the
aders extol members to be in the world but not of the world
matter of behavior Lec
leaders
106
10677

these behavioral standards serve as boundaries between those who are members

of the church and those who are not boundaries which are reinforced through regular
group contact both at worship meetings and at social gatherings

12

boundaries are also

reinforced by a focus on the family as the basic unit of the church

another

primary commitment mechanism is the amount of time and labor that the church

organization requires from its members in addition to the commitment of money through
the law of tithing

like other demanding religions mormonism is a complete

way of life

and it requires a high commitment from its members in terms of activity As shepherd
and shepherd note
the importance of active lay involvement required by the mormon religion cannot
be overestimated activity in the sense of carrying out the duties of church
callings and participating in church programs becomes an index of personal
morality good mormons are virtually by definition active members of the
church 50

whereas evangelicalism teaches that religion is based on an individuals personal
relationship with the savior mormonism stresses that individuals are saved both by grace
and by works thus giving the commitment to church activity the extra weight of
theological validity

this focus on activity

is reflected in exponent
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11
II

since one of the

main themes running through the publication is that of the considerable pressures placed
on mormon women by the religion exponent presents a picture of women who feel
reil
rell
overrun by the demands of time and energy required by their
the 1I r reli
religious
gious
bious Cculture demands

that leave them with little time for outside commitments or personal pursuits despite

their hard work however these women also feel unsuccessful because they are
competing against an unrealistic and unattainable norm of perfectionism

while the large investments of time and labor in the church mean that individual
mormons have less time for activities outside the religious sphere a separation reinforced

mot
monism also deemphasizes its own
mormonism
motmonism
by beliefs and membership standards mor
engagement in the public sphere although in its early development mormonism was
actively engaged in political and social concerns especially in its attempts to create a
separate political society in contemporary times the church has steered away from taking
an active part in secular politics shepherd and shepherd note that in the late nineteenth

century as american protestantism was becoming divided between public and private

protestants or in other words between those who sought to reconcile their christianity
rm causes such as neo evangelicals and those who focused on
reform
with various social refo

personal righteous living and repudiated the social gospel movement such as

fundamentalists mormonism was turning away from its emphasis on social reform
160
themes 158
158160

they note that although mormonism differs in many ways from

private protestantism especially theologically the two groups have come to share a

number of the same basic social orientations
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160

thus although mormonism is known for its conservative views on issues of
morality shepherd and shepherd note that as a group the mormons
public and private moralityshepherd
recognizedas
as being among the staunchest defenders of status quo religion
are widely recognized
recognizedas

life styles in the country
politics economics and lifestyles

36 the official church does not
36the

usually attempt to dictate its views beyond the bounds of its own organization

at times

the official church has taken an official stand on certain political agenda such as in the

case of the ERA amendment however for the most part the churchs political influence

over its members is indirect and unofficial and the churchs entrance into the political
arena is minimal furthermore although the church does verbally encourage its
members to engage in community action it still gives precedence to the family and
church community

this emphasis on the narrower community combined with the vast

commitment of time and activity required by the church means that most members
necessarily limit their activity to the religious sphere

cormons
Mor mons social action
thus for mormons

and reform are not linked to religion as they are for neo evangelicals
anti
the antiecumenical
ecumenical and exclusive climate of mormonism combined with its

conservative doctrines and patriarchal structure have tended to reinforce womens
traditional roles within both the family unit and the religious community in addition
stance to
top
recent developments in mormonism including the churchs oppositional
positional
lop

mainstream feminism and changes in church policy and structure which have reinforced
the hierarchy and authority of the priesthood lines have in many ways frustrated the

evolution of feminism within the religious culture however the existence of exponent
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and other publications and organizations bear witness to the existence of feminist

developments within the mormon tradition

13

mormon feminism

just as daughters of sarah explicitly differentiates its biblical feminism from
mainstream christian or secular feminism mormon feminism has constituted its own
unique brand of feminism and has set it apart from the mainstream movements A 1983
II describes the mormon feminism espoused by the publication as
editorial in exponent 11
tta
ila
ita
a

very mormon conservative brand of feminism that caused some women to accuse it of

being milk toast while others called it an instrument of the devil
I1

dredge 19832

because of its conservatism some critics have felt that mormon feminism does not fit the
criteria of authentic feminism

for example

in a 1978 book entitled patriarchs and

politics marilyn warenski asserted that mormon feminism was fias
lias
as out of tune with the
century suffragists who were living
nineteenthcentury
mainstream feminism today as that of the nineteenth
in polygamy
justifyingits
justifying its

224

Waren skis charges exponent included a statement
in response to warenskis

feminist ideals and reasserting why contemporary mormon feminists feel

strongly linked to their pioneer ancestors

warenski does feminism a disservice by portraying it as a monolithic rather than
multifaceted movement she does not make any distinction between the early
feminist fight for suffrage which argued that increased freedom for women would
benefit family and community and the modem feminist battle which often
many
portrays family and community as obstacles to womens total freedom
modem feminists justify personal freedom as an end itself while traditionally
mormons have sought individually and collectively to balance personal freedom
with social values or social order derr 197913
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like evangelical feminists mormon feminists identify

with their women fore
forebearers
bearers

women who used their religious identities as a foundation for their social action and

feminism both organizations continue to locate their feminism in the values of their
religious communities As biblical feminism sees the bible and its religious principles as
the ultimate source of liberation for women mormon feminism looks to its own religious

of truth and ultimate equality for women and its goal is to give
tradition as the source
sourceof
voice to women within that tradition because of the value that writers in DOS and

exponent place on their religious commitments although they may agree with certain
aspects of the general feminist movement they rarely agree with the totality of
mainstream feminism
like nature of mormonism may constrain or prevent
sectlike
while the conservative sect
ism that
are more radical
feminism
certain expressions of feminism especially those kinds of fernin
thatare

or revolutionary in intent the religious environment has provided opportunities for the
development of certain strains of feminism since the 1800s maxine hanks 1992 in her
exploration of mormon feminism writes that mormon feminism has gone through four
different phases

the first wave of mormon feminism occurred in the nineteenth century

corresponding to the beginnings of secular feminism in american society

this was a

battie for suffrage many
time when the early pioneers were heavily involved in the battle

mormon women were gaining educational and employment skills and living lives that
were quite independent for the time period mormon women were heavily involved in
the community and in their relief society organization which pursued both spiritual and

social welfare goals women also felt a strong connection to the priesthood and to their
76

powers many prophesied healed and gave blessings it was
own independent spiritual powersmany
VVomans exponent thrived and it is to this period that many
during this time that womans

contemporary mormon women particularly those involved in exponent 11
II draw their
religious feminist roots xiii xvi

in the second wave of mormon feminism which extended from the early to mid
1900s mormon women were involved in various social causes both inside and outside

the church in the latter part of this wave a few mormon women were also beginning to

look back to their past and reevaluate their history and culture xvi xvii

the third wave

II
of mormon feminism began in the late 1960s it was during this wave that exponent 11

literary historical journals such as dialogue A journal of mormon thought
and other literaryhistorical
and sunstone began during this period of time the LDS church also began to take a
strong stand against the wider feminist movement As hanks writes the churchs

priesthood correlation program began its final push to incorporate women into the male
structure

lined but all
male authority
resulting in a stream
streamlined
allmale

xviii

also at this time

with unprecedented emphasis on family and patriarchal discourse the church opposed

the equal rights amendment

ERA and related events such as the excommunication of

sonja johnson in 1980 polarized feminists and non feminists fragmented feminists
from each other and left scars still evident to the present

xviii

hanks writes that the fourth wave of mormon feminism began in the 1980s she
states that this contemporary wave is broader and more stable than previous mormon

feminist waves because it is building upon the progress made by feminist foremothers
during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries alxix
xl x xx
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she says
As
asshe
aishe

women are

moving beyond the battles of their mormon grandmothers by assuming feminism as a
basic given and exploring it further

they are refusing to reinvent the wheel xx

this new wave is characterized by topics of discussion such as female priesthood and
mother in heaven by social science and historical evaluations of mormon women by
increasing forums and symposiums focusing on mormon womens issues and by the
beginning developments of a mormon feminist theology xix

exponent 11
II has moved into the current era of mormon scholarship however
because the publication draws its roots in the third wave of mormon feminism and

because most of its contributors and readers have also continued to draw their feminist
has limited its mormon feminist
identities from this wave in many ways exponent 11
II
lihas

outlook and has not fully explored many of the issues and concerns such as feminist
theology that are common to contemporary mormon feminists As organizational
ecologists would assert exponent has experienced a degree of inertia resulting from the

imprinting effects of its organizational founding scott 1992170

exponent has

retained the basic characteristics that were present in the environmental context in which
it was bom
born
and the constraints of that imprinting process have prevented changes from
bornand

occurring within the organizations core elements such as in its organizational goals

sarah which has evolved considerably
however a comparison with daughters of sarahwhich
11
II rather the specific
shows that inertia is not the only factor operating in exponent 77

religious environment in which exponent exists has continued to constrain the

organizations identity and goals and has prevented the organization from moving into
new territory or exploring new agendas
78

ground
II
around of exponent 11
Back
background
II began in much the same manner as daughters of sarahit
exponent 11
sarah it grew out

of the discussions of about a dozen women who met in the early 1970s to talk about
issues raised by the womens liberation movement and to understand how those issues
II these women were
related to their own religious identities in the case of exponent 11

mormons living in the boston area because they were separated from the larger
communities of mormonism such as those in utah the mormon identity acted as a
strong tie bringing the women together bushman 1983b31
1983b3

this separation from the

blossoming
cultural center of mormonism led the group to call itself the bloss
oming of latter
day
latterday

mormon feminism which later brought criticism from other mormon women in
different areas of the country who were also involved in the womens movement

however as one of the founders of exponent said we were completely unaware of any
other groups of LDS women doing anything other than the standard relief society MIA
and primary

bushman 1983b3

ofexponent 11
II was linked to a number of events in the early
the founding of exponent

1970s

which gave the women who were involved the direction and motivation they needed to
start a newspaper of their own one of the most important events was the discovery of

womans exponent a newspaper run by and for mormon women in utah from 1872 to
II later quoted one woman who declared that the discovery of womans
1914 exponent 11

exponent was like the opening of the heavens

kohler 19838

the importance of

womans exponent was evident in the decision to name the new publication after the
historical womens newspaper

the finding of the womans exponent also represented a
79

growing movement among mormon women to rediscover their roots and female heritage

mormon women much like their evangelical counterparts were seeking to better
understand their own lives by looking back to their women forebearers
fore bearers and their rich
female history books about historical mormon women conferences discussing mormon

womens history and institutes researching mormon women sprang up

while the group of mormon women in boston were interested in past mormon
lives they were also interested in their own lives and they wished to write about
ilves
womens jives

them their ability to join together and produce successful written material had been
venture a reliefsociety
bolstered by their most recent venturea
relief society sponsored guidebook to the
they decided to try their hand at
boston area called A beginners boston so in 1971
1971 theydecided

writing about their own lives and feelings by taking over an issue of the mormon

monnon thought
publication dialogue A journal of mormon

this issue later called the pink

womens
woments
foments issue included articles on womens lives in the church and focused on subjects
such as homemaking parenting mormon womens history being single having careers

and so on

the articles included ideas and themes that would become common

in

exponent 11
apprec
II such as the need to appreciate
asprec late and support diversity in the church and the
need to listen to and value womens voices

1971
in the introduction to the womens issue of dialogue claudia bushman 1971
wrote a description of the initial
who later became the first editor of exponent II
iiwrote

development of the group of boston women who would later found exponent she
depicts the larger social environment in the following words

the womens liberation

movement was then in full flower making converts and causing all women to search their
80

souls before reaffirming their traditional commitments

5

she went on to say that

although the group of mormon women were not particularly downtrodden
down trodden and to all

outward appearances

had nothing to complain of the first meeting was an

impassioned exchange of frustrations disappointments and confessions

5

however

what emerged most clearly from the discussion group was shared feelings and mutual

effect was cathartic
the effectwas

support

5

other most were in their
the original group of women were similar to each othermost
thirties wives and mothers homemakers and college educated

later the group

expanded to include single women and professional working women despite much
internal unity however the women in the group did have diverging attitudes towards the

womens
woments
foments movement As bushman wrote

although we sometimes refer to ourselves as the lods
LDS cell of womens lib we
claim no affiliation with any of those militant bodies and some of us are so
straight as to be shocked by their antics

we do read their literature with interest

.55

indeed in contrast to much of what was being said in the womens movement the women
at home women
stressed the importance of the womans role in the family and how stay
stayathome
again themes that would come up frequently in early issues of
needed increased support
supportagain
allmormon women in all their
exponent 11
all mormon
ali
II however the women also talked about how ail

support career women single women mothers and so on most
diversity needed supportcareer
importantly the women talked with each other honestly and openly

6

bushman ended her introduction with the following words

we argue then for acceptance of the diversity that already exists in the life styles
of mormon women we have too many native differences to fit comfortably into
81

we as a group are unable to agree on many things some feel
a single mold
themselves censored and oppressed by conservative members others refuse to
have their names linked with our too liberal production we make the usual
disclaimer of group responsibility for individual effort despite lengthy
discussion to forge a platform for the liberated female mormon we could not
come to an agreement we could only conclude that a wide range of life styles
and opinions should be allowed
this
assembling
in ass
enabling thl
this issue we have looked for examples of widely varying
our major
life styles possible within an orthodox gospel framework
achievement if we can claim any is that ordinarilysilent
ordinarily silent women have examined
women have always been
their lives and written about what they have seen
valued in the church but not encouraged to say much we hope that now and in
the future more ladies will speak out and what is more be heard 8

these last words on speaking out were something that the group of women were helping
thern an unexpected thing for mormon
each other to do speaking out was new to them

women to do As bushman said later in exponent not many women in the church took
themselves seriously married women were definitely appendages and single women
were totally out of it

1983b3

because of this self image the only tone possible for

mormon women was a modest selfdeprecating
self
group self
ingroup
deprecating one without our own in
congratulation and the success of other ventures we could never have dared to attempt an
on
going publication
ongoing

bushman 1983b3

however the women had gained confidence

through their group identity and through their literary productions they also felt that

what they produced was valuable although the pink womans issue of dialogue was
donri
dorri
estic subjects rather than on
domestic
criticized by some because it focused on folksy and dorfi

the real issues
fl

such as the sexist nature of the priesthood and polygamy

the chosen

emphasis on real life and domesticity certainly mirrored the concerns of the local group

bushman 1983b3

II the
women decided to keep the
thewomen
thus when creating exponent 11

same tone they had used in dialogue

talking about real life sharing experiences
82

or as

one woman had described it like a long letter from a dear friend

bushman 1983b3

ten years later bushman wrote that exponent had maintained the same honest tone
1

saying

I think the tone of voice is truer to real life in late twentiethcentury
twentieth century mormon

america than any other LDS publication official or underground

983b 3
1983b3

1I

II was based on volunteer work and on the
like daughters of sarah exponent 11
II was also begun on a shoestring budget those
idea of a collective process exponent 11

who were there when the first issue was created remember the lack of materials such as
up looked like the whole paper had been shredded in advance
lightboards
lightboards the paste
pasteup

bushman 1983b3

the scene was very domestic

the women had gathered to put the

newspaper together in a house filled with husbands nursing babies busy toddlers eating
dripping popsicles

bushman 1983b3

this domesticity penetrated through the

magazine setting the stage for the myriad of domestic topics to be found in exponent

over the years

14

II was centered on a mormon identity it was nevertheless
while exponent 11

separate from official mormondom

year
tenyear
for example bushman talked in the ten

anniversary issue about the difficult realizations that the publications creators had to go
through in understanding that there could be no official connection to the mormon

church she wrote about the mistake that the exponent staff made in sending copies of
the first issue to all the general authorities wives instead of being accepted they
11

11caused
caused

quite a furor in the church office building and were forbidden to send our

modest but sincere newspaper there again

1983b3

83

another conflict came in the choice of mormon sisters for the name of the nonprofit corporation the organization assumed critics felt that the name was a
1

1presumption taking on ourselves as we were some official status
presumption

bushman 1983b9

II incorporated
after facing a lot of pressure the group changed the name to exponent 11

even the use of the word exponent in the magazines title was criticized by some
bushman explains the difficulty they had in coming to understand that they could not
assume the place in the mormon community that womans exponent had assumed in the
nineteenth century church

much of this difficulty stemmed from our feeling that we might be another
womans exponent an unofficial paper that nevertheless served an official
function as communication for womens information the demise of the relief
15
society magazine fed this view but again we were naive it is impossible for
the church to recognize any institution it cannot control it became clear that we
would not be recognized and would instead be ignored shunned might be closer
bushman 1983b9
to the truth
II could not assume the same position in the mormon
although exponent 11

community as the womans exponent it still drew on the historical publication and
modeled itself after the earlier newspaper

the second issue began by referencing

the

womans exponent and discussing its relevance to the newly created exponent 11
II

one hundred and two years ago a group of mormon women began publication of
a forthright newspaper called the womans exponent
the discovery of this
newspaper has meant a lot to women today our foremothers had spirit and
can be proud of devoted mothers and
independence a liveliness their daughters canbe
cabbe
wives they tended their homes and children helped support the family and
annic
arnic newspaper on the side can we do the same bushman
turned out a dyn
dynamic
19842 quoted from july 1974

exponent was also modeled much after the historical utah
the content and format of ofexponent
later issues the short and informative pieces gave way to longer
newspaper although in laler
84

personal essays early issues also included excerpts frornthe
from the womans exponent which
addressed everything from womens active role in the community and nation to home
remedies for dyspepsia often the most overtly feminist tone and sentiments expressed in

exponent 11
II were found in the quoted passages from the womans exponent as the
following example shows

we have as much to gain or lose by good laws or bad laws as men

does it

detract from their dignity because women prove themselves capacitated for the
eions
tions as men is this any usurpation of power or rights if they are really
same posi
positions
posl
superior to us let them move on there is room higher up they have not
reached the pinnacle of greatness yet to which it is possible to attain
men
tco
tio
should turn their attention and bend their energies tic
to things of more weighty
consideration than womans faults and a jealousy of precedence should look with
exponent 11
II 1984a3 originally printed
pride instead of fear upon women
16
1876
november 1 187616
II desired to unite a
following the goals of the womans exponent exponent 11

community of women who were joined by both their religious beliefs as well as by their
II noted its goals of
desire for the advancement of women in its first issue exponent 11

sisterhood support and consciousness raising in the following words

our network of sisterhood grows constantly

these relationships have enriched

us all and we hope to catch more of our sisters in this net of common experience
exponent 11
II poised on the dual platforms of mormonism
and understanding
and feminism has two aims to strengthen the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints and to encourage and develop the talents of mormon women that
these aims are consistent we aim to show by our pages and our lives bushman
19842 quoted from 1974
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CHAPTER FIVE
FINDINGS
introduction
II were formed with the same overriding
daughters of sarah and exponent 11

year anniversary issue that
objective integrating faith and feminism DOS notes in its ten
tenyear
this purpose has continued to frame the content and focus of the publication

tried to be faithful to the integration of feminism and christianity

we have

finger 1984d3

we

some would want to limit what it

continue to wrestle with what it means to be both

means to be christian and what it means to be feminist others realize that both
commitments affect every area of life every possible question

hardesty 19846

likewise exponent writes in its 1984 anniversary issue that it has been poised on the
dual platforms of
ofmormonism
mormonism and feminism

bushman 1983a2 and that from the very

beginning it has had a commitment to feminism dredge 19832
broadly designated purpose of exploring
while DOS and exponent share the same broadlydesignated
and developing their christian feminist identities the manner in which they do so differs
along a number of variables

this section examines

these variables which include

organizational goals sources of legitimating authority relationship with mainstream

feminism tension with the religious environment
and topics addressed in the publications

ie

the institution and community

the discussion of these variables draws upon

ten year anniversary issues as well as on general findings and
the close comparison of tenyear

insights from the entire four years of DOS and exponent included in this study
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organizational coals

the organizational

goals espoused by daughters of sarah and exponent 11
II are

expressed in each publication through both direct and indirect means

the principal goals

are most easily identified when stated overtly and explicitly for example when

articulated by the editors in formal statements of purpose however organizational goals
are often demonstrated in a less apparent manner

for example

the goals can be

discovered through statements contributed by readers who describe the central benefits
they feel come from membership in the organization analyzing the messages of

participants gives a picture of organizational goals in action as opposed to goals
principally conceived along theoretical lines As a further example organizational goals
can also be ascertained by evaluating how the organization relates to other organizations
and thus assumes operational goals associated with those organizations

for this study

the organizational goals of
ofdaughters
daughters of sarah and exponent 11II are based on evaluations

of editorial and reader statements as well as by the influence of interrelated factors such
as the tendency to draw from other organizations that facilitate the development of

certain goals
II focus on three
As social movement groups daughters of sarah and exponent 11

p ort community building and
main organizational goals consciousness raising social sup
supportcommunity
support
ortcommunity
social action although both publications include messages relating to all three of these

goals certain goals are more fundamental to each organizations identity and purpose
than others

this can be seen in the following table which compares

year
the ten
tenyear

anniversary issues of each publication percentages reflect the number of printed lines
87

which refer to each of the three main organizational goals

the base for these percentages

is the number of lines in each publication which discuss organizational goals

the lines

describing organizational goals were drawn only from those articles and editorials in the
ten
year anniversary issues focused specifically on the organizations themselves
tenyear

ie

detailing organizational history development future expectations etc

organiza dional
tional goals in
table 1 percent distribution of lines discussing organizational
tenyear
txponent
ponent II
ten year anniversary issues of daughters of sarah and exponent
exiponentii
Tx
11
exponents
exponent
exponenth
II
Expone
ntH

organizational goals

daughters of sarah

consciousness raising

21

9

social support

22

85

social action

57

6

na
n196
nigg
n1 90

n473

As can be seen in this table the dominant goal of daughters of sarah is social
17

action17 exponent 11
II focuses almost all of its attention on social support both
action

organizations spend only a small percentage of their energy on consciousness raising
year anniversary of daughters of sarah the editors asked several
tenyear
for the ten
women with roots in the publication and in biblical feminism to reminisce about the past
for us and dream about the future

finger 1984d3

one articles
articlet
articlet entitled biblical

feminism as a social movement discusses the development of daughters of sarah and
the associated biblical feminist movement in terms of organizational goals in it the

author writes

the biblical feminist movement

made up of justiceoriented
justice oriented women and

men who believe the bible supports the equality of the sexes is an example of a

movement working to bring about change

198418
scanzoni 1984118

As this article

illustrates DOS identifies itself as comprising part of a larger social movement because
88

DOS sees itself as constituting a voice that reflects and contributes to the evangelical

feminist movement it defines its primary purpose as one of social action and reform

there are a number of reasons why DOS has been able to assume such an active
and often confrontational role in relation to its religious tradition first evangelical

neo
feminism is in many ways a natural outgrowth of the neoevangelical
evangelical focus on social

justice one DOS editor writes sooner or later a deep faith in god leads us to some
kind of confrontation with the powers of our day

finger 1984c3

indeed social

action is seen by many evangelical feminists as a religious requirement with the lack of

action implying a lack of authentic religious commitment because of this focus on social

justice evangelical feminists have been able to assume an interactive relationship with
other social movements in particular with mainstream christian feminism just as the
neo
neoevangelical
evangelical heritage dictates the responsibility of social action it necessitates joining

nonevangelical
together with non
evangelical groups to promote change recognizing the need for
interaction with other organizations DOS identified itself in its formative years as a
magazine for christian feminists

not just for evangelical feminists thus anticipating

its involvement in the larger feminist movement would be more advantageous than
that
thaties
thatits

isolated evangelical community focused on supporting its own
the creation of an anisolateld
members indeed DOS notes in 1994 that the founders assumed that the readers of DOS
would be primarily women in churches but they had the wisdom to make the newsletter a

forum for a range of views within christian feminism

finger 1994b5

because daughters of sarah from the beginning identified itself as an integral
part of the larger biblical feminist movement it was aware that its organizational identity
89

would likely change as the larger movement developed

this expectation of change

was

based on the realization that the biblical feminist movement itself was in its beginning
DOS
stages
005 notes in 1984 that ten years ago the phrase biblical feminism did not exist
stagesdos
10
198410
eggebroten 1984

thus from the outset DOS defined itself in terms of interaction

environment that of christian feminismand
with its larger environmentthat
feminism and allowed its dialogue with
that environment to influence its organizational goals

the open stance of DOS is

exemplified by the publications reluctance to prematurely limit its own development by
pproviding
rovi ding a definitive name for the feminism it espouses although DOS often labels its

feminism as biblical or evangelical feminism the organization has found both terms
to be problematic DOS notes in 1984

there are those of us who do not like to use the word

biblical it may
imply that liberation theologians do not take the bible seriously which isnt true
or that we grant authority to the bible to the detriment of our own experience and
reason which isnt true either but neither can we weauthentically
authentically use the word
evangelical for some of us do not come from evangelical backgrounds and the
word has taken on so many shades of meaning that we are never sure what we are
saying if anyone can come up with a better term than biblical feminism for
what we are about please let me know finger 1984a6
and because of its
because of
DOSs openness to influence from outside sources andbecause
ofdoss
identification with the larger evangelical feminist movement DOS has moved beyond the
goal of community support and sisterhood indeed the anniversary article referred to
DOS early
above which analyzes biblical feminism as a social movement states that dosearly

focus on consciousness raising and social support represented the beginning stages of
DOS development and constituted the awakening stage of biblical feminism scanzoni

198419

while DOS did play an important role in this awakening stage especially as it

90

helped to create a network of biblical feminists by 1984 DOS and the larger biblical

feminist movement had primarily moved beyond this stage to that of building the
movement and exerting influence upon the church

ten years later

18

in DOS twenty
year anniversary issue the author updates her
twentyyear

ism with the larger
assessment of biblical feminism connecting evangelical fernin
feminism

broadly defined christian feminism she asserts that christian feminism is
movement of broadlydefined
firmly entrenched in the influence stage she writes that the movement has indeed been
exerting a significant influence on the church as can be seen in a number of
developments including
more encouragement
encourager nent for girls and women to
sensitivity to inclusive language
use their talents a growing openness to female pastors the development of
creative rituals and liturgy that take womens experiences into account more
10
serious attention to feminist theological and biblical studies scanzoni 1994
199410

indeed in 1994 DOS new purpose statement leaves no room to doubt that the
organization is focused on social action and reform and that it views active dialogue with
other feminist sources as a necessary method for bringing about that reform
and sustain christians to change
the purpose of daughters of sarah is to educate andsustain
and transform church and society on issues of mutuality justice and equality
through publication of a provocative and personal christian feminist magazine
given that christian feminists hold a wide range of viewpoints we find it
tnae forum on faith and
true
necessary to agree to disagree that we may create a anae
feminism
II
in contrast to daughters of sarahs growing focus on social action exponent 11

has continued from its inception to promote the goal of social support in its first issue

exponent discusses the value of the network of sisterhood and writes that the
publication hopes to bring mormon women into closer friendship
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although the

wording is altered in the 1994 purpose statement the sentiment expressed in the updated
statement is largely unchanged

the purpose of exponent 11II is to promote sisterhood by providing a forum for
mormon women to share their life experiences in an atmosphere of trust and
acceptance our common bond is our connection to the mormon church and our
we are confident that this open forum
commitment to women in the church
will result in positive change we publish this paper in celebration of the strength
and diversity of women

even though the 1994 statement implies a degree of social action in the words positive
change

this goal of change is stated in vague and indirect terms and fails to describe

what type of change will result and how it will be brought about moreover the
discussion of change is largely overshadowed by the emphasis on fostering sisterhood

in addition to its official statement exponent contains a myriad of statements sent
in by contributors who discuss the role the publication plays in creating community and

sisterhood

year anniversary issue illustrate the
tenyear
the following examples from the ten

tone of these statements

from modest but hopeful beginnings exponent has become a voice a network a
community

exponent 11
II 198320

some called it al
lifeline others a beacon all agreed that the paper filled a need
a allifeline
and must continue busath 198311
exponent 11
II represents more than a paper the institution is important standing
983a 111
bushman 11983al
for sisterhood and accomplishment

like daughters of sarah exponent asserts that it wants to provide a forum for
diverse voices to be heard however while DOS defines diversity in terms of
interreligious dialogue exponent defines diversity in terms of the valued acceptance of

womens choices and opinions within the churchdiversity
church diversity within an orthodox
92

framework defined in this manner the diversity that exponent represents and
encourages is much less diverse than that which DOS advocates

s
this
the
thi is because the

end result that exponent primarily desires is not reform or change but acceptance within
the mormon community

an editorial from

1979 exemplifies this well

II is a newspaper for mormon women of every kind we hope not only
exponent 11
we need the
to recognize but also to encourage diversity within the church
musician the scholar the mother of two the mother of ten the single career
whole wheat bread baking
woman the married career woman and the wholewheatbreadbaking
we are anxious to use exponent 11
II as a forum for promoting
homemaker
personal exchanges among LDS women exchanges that will forge bonds of
by rather than threatened bythe
by the
understanding creating sisterhood strengthened byrather
increasing diversity we are seeing as the church grows mckinney 19792
II has spent some of its energy on consciousness raising this goal
while exponent 11

has also been overshadowed by the focus on social support and sisterhood

thus even

when editorials do try to lead the readers into new directions of thought they do so in an

extremely mild manner

like most of the content of exponent articles centered on

consciousness raising are in the intimate and inoffensive first person a style which
prevents the making of any generalizations and takes the sting away from any
controversy merely because what is printed is construed by readers as representing only
one womans thought

exponent notes in its anniversary issue that the publications

gentle approach has appealed to more women and therefore exposed them to ideas
they would never have considered without the newspaper

dredge 19832

however

exposure to new ideas does not necessarily lead to the consolidation of a group into a
social movement oriented around change moreover exponents primary focus on

encouraging sisterhood and building a supportive community of mormon women has

93

raising often resulting in a downplayed feminist
deemphasized its goal of consciousness raisingoften
agenda indeed since the original statement of purpose found in the first edition of
11

1

exponent none of the official purpose statements has even mentioned the word
feminism

in its early years exponent described itself simply as a newspaper

concerning mormon women published by mormon women of interest to mormon
women and others
II as in
those involved in daughters of sarah would probably describe exponent 11

the early stages of a social movement explaining that the focus on the goals of social

support and consciousness raising mean that the mormon feminist movement is still
awakening

exponent itself has provided the same interpretation of its development

Iiam
am all for exponents
As one of the editors notes in the 1984 anniversary issue lam
1

reaching a second stage

but 1I do feel that as long as there are womens issues in the

church there will always be room for a womens newspaper

dredge 19832

while

exponent may be in its first stages of development however there is a larger reason why
exponent has failed to progress
11progress to the goal of social action exponents opportunities
11

and ability to bring about social reform are limited by the constraints of official

mormonism while the nature of evangelicalism means that DOS has the ability to create
theology to act according to personal standards to interact with nonevangelical sources
all while remaining within
ail
of authority and to bring about change in the church structure ali

the position of women outside the lines of authority in mormonism means
the church
churchthe

that they lack the ability to bring about institutional change As discussed in more detail
later exponent is in tension with the official church and thus it is officially silenced
94

subordinate and outside the
while the publication continues to be marginalized and subordinateand

exponent can do little more than
institutional hierarchy where the power is located exponentcan
promote sisterhood
year anniversary issue provides a good example of the restrained
tenyear
the ten

nature of

social action that exponent can safely encourage while the issue does print the personal
has chosen to leave the LDS church in her quest for selfintegrity
essays of a woman who
whohas
self integrity
thohas

and happiness the editorial introducing the essays makes the following comment

we dont publish the essays because we hope that others will follow her example
in leaving the church indeed we do not we hope that most of us will be able to
use our minds our spiritual strength and each other to resolve any religious
II 199415
differences and difficulties that we may face exponent 11
Exponent the choices open to mormon women in their struggle to resolve religion
for exponentthe
and feminism seem to be defined as either leaving the faith or staying within the church

and resolving ones own difficulties attempting to influence the church structure or

eitheror
authorities to change is rarely named as an option given this ei
theror choice exponent
clearly designates what it sees as its purpose helping one another to resolve conflicts
within the church through sisterhood
II does fulfill an important need for mormon women by providing a safe
exponent 11

atmosphere for honest expression indeed because the official structure of mormonism
group and the associated cultural characteristics of
leads to the silencing of women as a groupand

perfectionism and obedience often reduce the chance of true sisterhood within the
exponent constitutes one of the few secure environments
churchexponent
church
can be authentically developed

in which sisterhood

thus the structure of the church creates the need for the

95

events the development of
prevents
ptevents
social support that exponent provides yet at the same time pt
that sisterhood into social action while the church structure remains the same then

exponent can expect to have an audience seeking support
in addition to the constraints provided by the religious institution exponents own
focus on social support reinforces its own lack of change while exponent continues to
promote sisterhood by allowing individual voices to be heard and by attempting to reflect
the diversity of voices rather than promoting certain agenda the diversity of these
individual voices reduces the chance that exponent has of entering the next stage DOS

sont
sort out and agree
notes in 1984 that the women involved in biblical feminism must sonn
upon some specific goals and then develop strategies for reaching them before we can say
our movement as a whole is in the influence stage

scanzoni 198420 and by 1994 the

biblical feminist movement seems to have been able to unify as necessary to bring about
change in contrast by 1994 exponent is still hesitant about dictating any official
agenda especially as the climate of the official church has become more antagonistic
towards feminism exponent does not have the specific ambition of advocating reform
because it is concerned with supporting and listening to individual women inside the

church moreover the tension between exponent as an underground publication and the
official church means that exponent does not have the capacity to inspire change while

remaining in the church or at least that such an agenda would constitute an enormous
risk for exponent one that would threaten not only exponents sisterhood but its very
he costs of social action too great
thus making the
existence
existencethus
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thus exponent
active feminist agenda

is willing to unify its community at the expense

of a unified and

and possibly because exponent has not taken a strong role of

leadership in terms of feminism its readers continue to be undecided about the
implications of the feminist movement in their own lives

for example

statement notes mormon women are very much in transition
changing but the end result is not yet in view

a 1979 exponent

the old order is

16
1979b16
bushman 1979b

A decade and a

half later the end result is still not apparent as messages in exponent show most
mormon women are not yet at the warring stage our quest for identity is too new

were just starting to broaden our experiences were just beginning
realities of the gos

thus

most of us are still in the negotiation stage

to accept the

turner 199315

in 1994 whereas daughters of sarah is firmly entrenched in social action and

II continues to remain in the awakening stage providing a haven for its
reform exponent 11

participants to express and explore their struggles and find validation and reinforcement

while DOS is able to use the safety of its membership within the flexible institution of
evangelicalism as a basis to explore feminist issues exponents overriding purpose is to
create a safe place for mormon women to be feminists within the strict boundaries of
institutional mormonism

sources of authority
in formulating their religious feminist identities and providing justification for
II use multiple sources of authority many of
them daughters of sarah and exponent 11

which overlap between the two publications

the dominant source of authority for each

organization is determined primarily by its religious context
97

thus daughters of sarah

II turns to
reaches to the bible and to theology drawn from the bible and exponent 11

personal experience and feelings as the dominant source of legitimacy however
larger christian feminist
thelarger
because the two organizations also take place in the

environment they utilize certain sources of authority drawn from mainstream feminism
such as womens history while freely rejecting those that conflict with their sense of

religiosity such as feminist experience

the following section describes the extent to

which each publication draws on various sources of authority in both understanding and
legitimating their religious feminism

womens history
II grew out of similar
exponeint
lut 11
iut
int
As discussed earlier daughters of sarah and exponent
Expone

re seeing their
founding events during the mid 1970s women across the country were reseeing

everyday lives beliefs and histories through the critical eyes of feminism these women
were using similar methods promoted by the womens movement to understand and

support their new feminist identities one of these methods was that of reinterpreting
history or herstory
herstory women began to rewrite history by looking at the reality of womens
historyor
lives historically and by discovering womens contributions in both public and private
II began
spheres following this national trend daughters of sarah and exponent 11

formulating and legitimating their new feminist identities based on the lives of women
within their own religious heritages
neo
As DOS based much of its identity on the neoevangelical
evangelical value of social justice
it reached back and linked its efforts with evangelical women involved in social activism

especially those involved in causes relating to womens rights such as suffrage
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the

discovery of these women who had long been overlooked in evangelicalism such as

paimer prov
provided
ded inspiration and mot
vation for the new
motivation
catherine booth and phoebe palmer
brov
biblical feminist movement scanzoni 1198419
98419

the importance of these women can be

seen in DOS purpose statement which includes the sentence

we are rooted in a

historical tradition of women who have served god in innumerable ways and we seek
guidance from their example

As the biblical feminist movement progressed DOS also

wave feminism women who had
began referencing evangelical women from second
secondwave
had been among the first to
been the first to discover evangelical womens history or hadbeen
engage in womens liberation battles such as the fight for womens ordination

while DOS looked back to these early women because it also rooted its
evangelical identity in scripture it sought legitimacy from women found in the bible As
illustrated in the publications name DOS lookedto
looked to sarah as a role model for modem
women part of the choice of sarah for the title was the desire for a parallel term to

complement sons of abraham

however evangelical feminists also felt that sarah had

traditionally been misinterpreted or at least misunderstood DOS notes in its 1984
purpose statement

sarah was a strong woman very human and equally called by god to

a new land of promise only through sarahs aged body and her faith in

doings could the promise be fulfilled

gods impossible

this definition of sarah is reminiscent of that

found in scanzoni and hardestys book all were meant to be 1974 a book that proved
to be one of the major catalysts of the biblical feminist movement As the book states

sarah was by no means a dull colorless subservient person but rather displayed real
spirit and voiced her own opinions

personalitya a real
sarah was a woman of strong personality
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partner to abraham

94
9455

these interpretations of sarah reflected new insights into

womens
woments
foments roles and constituted images that contrasted sharply with traditional evangelical
conceptions of women in addition to sarah evangelical feminists used the example of
other scriptural women such as phoebe priscilla aquila and perpetua to confirm their
feminist identities and validate their agenda for example that of womens ordination and
10
equal leadership in the church olsen 19795 nielsen 197912 scholer 1989
198910
fi
om different periods of
from
thus through the discovery and reinterpretation of women hiom

evangelical history DOS has been able to find grounding and legitimacy for current

feminist agendas
II has also looked back to its heritage of
like daughters of sarah exponent 11

mormon women exponents 1984 purpose statement reads

the courage and spirit of

the women of the past challenge us to take full responsibility for all dimensions of our
lives

moreover like DOS exponent also chose a title for its publication that referenced

in this case the women who created and participated in the womans
women of the past
pastin

exponent one of the major articles of exponents ten
year anniversary issues was an
tenyear
time editor of the
extensive historical biography of
longtime
ofemmeline
emmeline B wells the long

womans exponent
hias
bias
exponent IFs em
emphasis
hasis on the women of its heritage hlas
has been facilitated by

fore bearers stories of their persecution trials and faith
mormonisms focus on its pioneer forebearers
are a mainstay of mormon culture however like DOS exponent has also reinterpreted
the place that women have played in mormon history in pannicular
parljcular exponent has
particular

examined the dissonance between the wide range of roles available to historical mormon
100

women and the restricted sphere of activity open to contemporary mormon women

19

for

example in many ways the pioneer women had a great deal of spiritual authority within
the church women commonly exercised spiritual gifts an extension of priesthood

power such as the laying on of hands one article reads
find myself attracted to the idea of personal spiritual power because now
particularly in contrast with certain other periods of church history the
contributions of women seem circumscribed to carefully defined areas and the
very thoroughness of the organization of the church means that there are few
areas not covered by some rule policy or the need for someones permission to
act yet 1I feel that the church cannot indefinitely continue to afford the sheer
waste of restricting women and their talents to the spheres in which they are most
women in the church today are assigned to be
commonly exercised at present
teachers auxiliary executives visiting teachers neighbors even wives and
mothers but what of previous generations and dispensations when a woman
mothersbut
could also be a prophetess and a priestess anderson 19846
1I

1

the article goes on to use the link between current and past mormon women as the
launching pad for social action and by so doing creating one of the more radical
statements found in exponent
nineteenth century
no means extensive research that 1I have done into nineteenthcentury
bynomeans
in the by
saints 1I have been struck repeatedly by their hunger for spiritual gifts and
manifestations and by their willingness to pray directly for them
it has long
been commonplace to admire that first generation for their endurance in suffering
but assure ourselves we have our own trials 1I would like to suggest that
instead of making facile contrasts based on widely differing circumstances that we
get serious about the gospel in the same way they did they were not seeking
inappropriate signs when they prayed for the gift of prophecy for the ministry of
angels for visions for healing and for revelation we would not be either if we
6
like them did so in all holiness of heart

while exponents 1994 purpose statement has eliminated the words of the past
in reference to the women who challenge and inspire us to examine and shape the

direction of our lives

exponent has continued to use women from its own mormon
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heritage as a source of authority indeed because the organization is focused on creating
sisterhood a sisterhood that crosses generations provides even stronger bonds of support

Scripture Theology
scripturetheology
DOS major source of authority is
As the label biblical feminism exemplifies dosmajor

that of the bible

this is because biblical authority is the principal element separating

evangelicalism from other strands of protestantism
is the ultimate source of liberation for women

for evangelical feminists the bible

finger 1984a5

moreover biblical

and lay members have an important role in
theology
interpretation constitutes theolo
9 yyand

constructing that theology

thus theology grounded in the bible is used by DOS to

legitimate feminism as a valid belief system in contrast while mormonism holds
scripture to be the word of god it places greater importance on revelation that comes
because revelation is based on hierarchical
through contemporary prophets and
andbecause

authority theology is developed from the top down meaning that lay members do not
have the ability to create authoritative theology

for most members therefore scriptural

sources are secondary in importance to personal testimony

thus while DOS refers to

scriptural precedent for legitimacy exponent cites personal feelings and everyday
experience
DOS has been clear that it roots its unique form of christian feminism in biblical

authority DOS asserts in a 1979 statement

the name daughters of sarah emphasizes the distinctiveness of biblical feminism
from a secular feminism which iiss not rooted in the bible biblical feminism has
called patriarchical bible or even sought to excise those parts
not discarded a so
socalled
which do not seem to fit with modem day feminism instead biblical feminism
has challenged traditional thinking and glib interpretations of gods revelation
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which was originally for people of other ages and cultures it has tried to put on
new glasses and look a little deeper finger 1979c3

while stressing the importance of its biblical identity this statement also illustrates the
i ng evangelical feminism interpreting the B
ibie
ible
constructing
bibie
bible
organizations chief method of construct

in a manner that legitimates feminist concerns and goals

gone extensive changes over
undergone
the methodology of biblical interpretation has under
the twenty year period of DOS publication evangelical feminists initially focused on

discovering scriptures that had been overlooked by the church

for example galatians

cause there is neither jew nor
328 was of prime importance to the womens liberation causse

greek there is neither slave nor free there is neither male nor female for you are all one
in christ jesus

other important findings noted in DOS include the genesis message

that men and women were created equally the spirits empowerment of both men and

jesus break with tradition in his treatment of women throughout
women at pentecost and jesusbreak
the gospels scanzoni 198419

in addition to the focus on certain empowering

scriptures evangelical feminists took a hermeneutic approach to the bible that of
interpreting scripture in the context of the culture in which it was born however this

year
practice of scriptural interpretation soon evolved into something else in its ten
tenyear
anniversary issue DOS noted that one of its major changes over the previous decade had
been the transformation in its view of scripture

at first 1I thought it was just a matter of finding alternative interpretations of those
five or six passages which had been used to deny women full participation in the
many of us thought that once we all interpreted
church and equality at home
those passages in a different way the problems of discrimination would be solved
but as we have learned with pain changing our thinking about those verses is
only the beginning to really look at what the bible does and does not say about
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and changes our theology as
whoie
whole
who
women changes our view of the scripture as a wholeand
leand
a whole hardesty 19846
i

in its anniversary issue DOS also noted how its view of scripture had been influenced by
perspectivesor or in other
feminist theologians coming out of other religious feminist perspectives

words by its interaction with mainstream feminism

the work of theologians like mary daly and rosemary radford ruether have
made it clear that to formulate a feminist theology means to start from the ground
up sexism is not a matter of a couple of bible verses but it permeates all of our
theological sources evangelical women have not yet begun to fully grapple with
that realization but we will have to hardesty 19846

despite its liberal attitude toward biblical interpretation and analysis daughters
of sarah has continued to ground its identity in the bible thus while traditional
ests
ists charge DOS with compromising or rejecting scripture
evangelicals and fundamentalists
fundamental

saying that its approach to the bible constitutes heresy DOS has continued to use the

bible as its focus and it has included biblical and theological articles in every issue
moreover it has defended its biblical heritage to other feminist theologians who promote
the use of alternate sources of authority

for example

in a review of a book by rosemary

foi
following
radford ruether on feminist theology DOS asserts the fol
loving

ruethers presuppositions tear at the very fabric of orthodox christian belief
religion she says rises from collective human experiences not from a personal
god who breaks into human consciousness by mighty acts in history
ruether
womenss experiences rather than revealed word
evaluates everything in light of women
because ruether sees the bible in human terms she is far less willing to wrestle
with its ambiguity and to seek for what god might say and do within the limits of
14
a patriarchal society finger 1984b
1984b14

while daughters of sarahs roots in scripture are evident in every page exponent
11
II

elther as a subject or as a reference
theology either
contains little mention of scripture or theologyeither
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source instead exponent bases its feminism on individual womens life experiences and
feelings as shown in the use of the personal essay as the dominant genre a writing style
that is commonly used to explore everyday life experiences and reflect upon those
experiences

the lack of theology within exponent is not because mormonism itself

lacks theology however formal theology is much less important within mormonism a

religion that lacks official theologians and contains little theological scholarship
riot theological lines
mormonisms boundaries are set along organizational lines not

moreover while lay evangelicals have the ability to engage in theological debates lay
mormons
authority lack a
and women in particular since they are outside the lines of authoritylack
mormonsand
role in the creation of theology although mormons are encouraged to interpret the
words of past and present prophets these interpretations carry
carnY little weight compared to
carr
those of church leaders individuals doctrinal interpretations do not constitute theology
079
0.79
079

for mormonism is based on a theocracy not an evangelical democracy
1
oritiy to create official
theology
authority
because individual members do not have the auth
authoriti

interpretations
lons of their religion fall into the realm of common religion not
pretations
members inter
interpretat
official religion shepherd and shepherd write that common religion is the

personalized practical side of religion as interpreted and implemented by individual
believers in their everyday lives it emerges and is maintained informally

198411

the constraints that lay members face in matters of individual theology mean that when
ons of ambiguity and uncertainty rather than working out
situations
they are faced with situaitl

theological solutions to the conflicts they rely on their own experiences and feelings to

resolve the conflicts and justify their actions based on these personal sources
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this is one

of the reasons that exponent places such importance on the personal voice it is the source
of authority for mormon women

exponents 1989 issue on abortion exemplifies the process that mormon women
go through to explain and understand situations that official religion does not always

resolve

the editors summarize the general approach of women within exponent towards

the issue of abortion in this way

they explain that their beliefs about abortion are motivated by mormon
theology but each has a different understanding of this theology that directs them
1I am struck by the diversity of religious logic that shapes attitudes about abortion
bishops
regardless of what is printed in bi
shops handbooks regardless of what is
stated as the churchs official position and regardless of what individual church
leaders have added by way of interpretations and advice we are a people of
diverse experiences and therefore diverse conclusions while some are greatly
influenced by loose doctrinal arguments much of what our people believe has less
to do with theology and more with their own experiences with birthrelated
birth related
events dushku 19892
As this excerpt demonstrates the mormon women participating in exponent understand

their religion and their connected feminist identities through their life experiences not
through their study of doctrine because mormon women do not have the individual
responsibility for creating or interpreting official theology and because mormonism

relevant and less
deemphasizes formal theology to a certain extent that theology is less relevantand
tative than individual feelings in the construction of a religious feminist identity
authora
authoritative
authori

genre
b

II are oriented towards different
because daughters of sarah and exponent 11

sources of authority and goals and because they discuss different womens issues the
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the following table demonstrates

style of each publication likewise differs considerably

differences in article type between the two publications

II
table 2 genre distribution of articles in daughters ofsarah
of sarah and exponent 11
over four years of publication
1

year of publication
daughters of sarah

article genre

1979

1984

1989

1994

n50

total
134

7

42

36

38

32

personal essay

31

12

27

20

22

hybrid

21

12

9

16

15

scriptural analysis
interpretation

24

15

9

14

16

7

9

4

2

5

10

9

14

10

10

formal essay

biography

other

n29

nn33
322
312

n22

nn134

11
exponents
exponent
exponenth
II
Expone
ntH

1979
39
n39
239
2

1984

1989

1994

total

formal essay

13

13

19

4

13

personal essay

26

55

68

75

56

hybrid

18

3

9

14

11

0

0

0

1

1

biography

26

5

0

0

8

other

18

24

4

4

12

scriptural analysis
interpretation

n38

n53

n29
n28

n158

table includes only those
feature articles that fill at least half of a page
thosefeature

hybrid category includes
nitting both the formal an
and personal essay other category
includes
articles with substantial elements fitting
catego
cafego
amok
tmok

items as editorials book reviews and
feature articles such as short stories and interviews but excludes such iteiiks
conference symposium reviews unless included as the feature articles in eat particular issue
conferencesymposium

As the above table illustrates although both publications include a range of

different article types within their pages each publication favors certain genres most of
essays a genre which tends to be expository or
what is found within DOS are formal essaysa
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argumentative and which is known for its formal structure scholarly tone and logical
organization As the above table shows formal articles which include formal essays
hybrid types and biblical interpretation constitute 63

of all the feature articles included

in DOS during the four years sampled while for exponent that percentage is only 24

because of its reliance on biblical theology DOS also includes numerous articles on
of all of its articles in contrast to only one article included in

biblical interpretation 16

the four years of exponent which are composed of closely constructed reasoning and
DOS interaction with other feminist organizations
Moreo
extensive scriptural proof moreover
verDOS
moreoverdos

means that it shares an emphasis with mainstream christian feminism on feminist
theology and general feminist scholarship most of the articles in DOS thus include
references to other works of scholarship and end with descriptions of the educational and
theological degrees of the authors

in contrast to DOS formality exponent is constructed primarily of informal
essays essays with an intimate style autobiographical content and
personal essaysessays
conversational tone indeed this category has increased over time especially as

exponent has moved away from short folksy pieces in a 1984 editorial looking at the
past and future of exponent one of the editors notes we have always insisted on the
person and even the first person plural if
personal voice get rid of the second and third personand

its coupled with should
continues by declaring

we want to hear from you

dredge 19832

the editor

the high quality of personal essays has continued to be

exponents greatest strength

2

exponents emphasis on the informal essay also means

that the formal articles included in the publication tend to have a personal tone although
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they include formal reasoning and organization and do not rely exclusively on personal

feelings and life experiences as sources of evidence they are not as scholarly as those
found in daughters of sarah
II grew out of the pink issue of dialogue A journal of
because exponent 11

mormon
monnon thought which was composed primarily of personal essays it continued to use
that genre mary bradford writes that the editors of
Dialogmo described the personal
ofdialogue
Dialogue
form the testimony
essay as a logical extension of that vital formthe

19872

the personal

individual feelings as a
essay with
wi th its focus on everyday personal matters its use of ofindividual
source of authority and its open structure mirrors the testimony form

and because the

testimony is the dominant method of expressing and exploring religious beliefs in

mormonism the personal essay is likewise seen by many as a particularly relevant form

cormons
of writing for mormons
Mormons moreover because the personal essay focuses on individual
authority it is the perfect form to capture the quality of everyday living since exponent
11
II

has as its stated ob
objective
active
ective to publish small personal accounts of individual lives that

might not otherwise see the light of day

bradford 19874 it is not surprising that

exponent would include primarily personal essays

julie nichols 1992 writes of other qualities of the personal essay that make the
form especially fitting for mormon women and thus for exponent nichols declares

not only does the product of the personal essay enlighten and engage its reader the
re views
the writer as she reviews
process of writing and revising also generates changes in thewriter

herself her place in her community and the meaning of her experiences

199273

because exponent is devoted to social support and community building the organization
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encourages its participants to share their personal thoughts in order to understand their
own lives in relationship to the mormon community

the personal essay

with its

nonconfrontational
conversational and non
confrontational tone is ideal for sharing and bonding in contrast
the authoritative and formal tone of scholarly essays often silences discussion

nichols also notes another characteristic of the personal essay its ability to
critique the great story which she defines as dominant cultural paradigms and
stereotypes when women write about their own lives and experiences they see
contradictions between their reality and cultural ideals nichols states that the power of
the personal essay often lies in its ability to interrogate and correct inadequacies in the

larger cultural narrative

77

the prevalence of personal essays in exponent which discuss the problematic
norm of the ideal mormon woman support nichols statement

for example one author

in exponent describes searching everywhere in vain for the perfect woman finally

discovering that she does not exist she ends her personal essay by reaffirming the need
on an acceptance of the reality and diversity of everyday womens
for sisterhood based onkin

lives

for too long weve used the ideal mormon woman not as a role model but as a

so lets allow the typical mormon woman to
club to beat ourselves with
we wont turn our heads from women suffering with social
depart in peace
problems that we will now admit exist in mormonism we wont raise our
eyebrows when an unorthodox opinion is stated we wont christen each other
w
ith petty labels or expect everyone to be our clone well take a giant leap
with
toward sincere sweet sisterhood turner 199315

in addition the personal essay form allows mormon women to explore all aspects of their
identities as the following quote from a personal essay illustrates
110

what sort of women are we who because of heritage conversion or both call
image makers portray us as paragons of
ourselves mormon official church imagemakers
virtue patience service and self sacrifice various other observers have
characterized us as depressed guilt ridden controlled exploited and harassed
at different times 1I have felt myself to be all of these things yet 1I do not find any
of them an accurate or adequate description of myself or any of the women 1I call
sisters munk 199412

while nichols is right in asserting that personal essays can expose dissonance
between the real and the ideal the personal essay generally does not have a great deal of

power to eradicate that ideal in contrast the scholarly form of DOS constitutes a formal
popularly held beliefs that is able to examine the exact points where those
critique to popularlyheld
beliefs fall apart As an example exponent contains multiple messages concerning the
pain of being a single woman in a religious environment that stresses marriage and family
as the ultimate ideals

one such account focusing on the concept of complementarity

between marriage partners reads my deepest desire is to find my missing rib my friend
my potential partner in godhead

ross 19944 while this statement is emotionally

moving and while it demonstrates the fact that all lives do not fit the ideal conception of
the family it does not deconstruct the norm itself in contrast DOS discussion of the
marriage ideal points to the deficiencies in the ideal itself not to those individuals who

dont fit the ideal

the idea of a man and woman completing each other is a highly problematic
concept theologically and practically
the ideal of complementarity in couples
often relies on dualistic understandings of masculine and feminine traits or
natures
thus a single person is left with the impression of being incomplete
and unbalanced gregg 19895
II
in summary the different genres found in daughters of sarah and exponent 11

cultures differences which
reflect differences embedded in their religious institutions and culturesdifferences
111
lii
ili

determine the sources of authority each organization relies on for legitimacy and which
constrain the development of certain organizational goals

the focus on personal

voice in

exponent means that all contributions to the publication are given equal weight and
validity thus reinforcing the goal of social support however while this provides unity
in the sense of sisterhood ift
it does not add up to unity in the form of social action

one of

the reasons that DOS includes fewer personal essays is because it has moved beyond the

point of providing support for individual women it is focused on empowering the biblical
feminist movement as a whole

relationship with mainstream feminism
ethicss is
critic esther bruland writes that evangelical feminist theology and ethic
exceedingly dependent upon broadly
christian feminism for theoretical insight and
broadlychristian
praxis guides

198914566
1989145

an examination of the manner in which daughters of

sarah interacts with other feminist groups supports this assertion probably the most
indicative example of DOSs open relationship with mainstream christian feminism is
that of the publications subtitle

themagazine
the magazine for christian feminists

even though it

is rooted in biblical feminism DOS seeks to create a dialogue with christian feminists in

nonevangelical traditions
DOS boundaries have stretched noticeably over time as the magazine has grown
to include increasingly diverse voices and issues even by the end of its first decade
DOS was noticing a wide expansion in its audience

weve acquired readers from

backgrounds roman catholic and mainline protestant churches as well
many different backgroundsroman
as traditional churches mennonites or charismatics
charis matics
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finger 1984d3

year
tenyear
the ten

anniversary issue illustrates this inclusiveness while most of the issue focuses on the

development of biblical feminism it also prints two articles written by catholic feminists
who discuss social action and reform within catholicism and the larger christian feminist

movement

daughters of sarahs link with other feminist groups has been facilitated by a
neo
number of factors first the neoevangelical
ecumenist in matters
evangelical focus on functional ecumenism

of social justice has encouraged evangelical feminists to join with other feminists to
achieve their goals daughters of sarah writes in 1984 that an important stage was

reached in the development of biblical feminism when biblical feminists were able to
recognize interests and goals that overlapped with mainstream feminist movements As
DOS remarks while biblical feminists initially saw themselves as an isolated group

drawing legitimacy primarily from historical and biblical sources out of the evangelical
grin to identify with other feminists
began
tradition they soon beg-

thus during the early years of

the publication biblical feminists
were coming to see ourselves increasingly as part of the broader christian feminist
movement with mainline protestantism and roman catholicism as well our
strong support of the equal rights amendment also symbolized our bond with the
general feminist movement scanzoni 198420

in addition to the ecumenism resulting from the focus on social action DOS has
had fewer inhibitions in borrowing from outside sources because there is less dissonance

feminism the two
to resolve between evangelicalism and mainstream christian feminismthe
some of the similarities between
environments overlap significantly bruland mentions someof

evangelicalism and christian feminism both groups place high value on the personal
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element

she notes the centrality of ones testimony of conversion and discipleship

among evangelicals parallels the importance of ones journey of raised consciousness
among feminists

1989147

20

likewise both groups are sensitive to power and

ssues and the need for structural justice
control iissues

1

989148 concerns that also overlap
I1989148

with secular feminism A glimpse of the changes that DOS has made in how it defines
11woments
womens issues

currently designated as all issues

and in the topics it coversfrom
covers from

inclusive language to race to domestic violencedemonstrates
violence demonstrates the impact that mainstream

feminism has had on the publication

although daughters of sarah does interact with other feminist organizations that
interaction is not without its limits while DOS is willing to leam
learn from other feminist
sources it is not willing to compromise its evangelical core to do so
core is the issue of biblical authority

thus

and for DOS that

DOS constantly defends its biblical roots to

ests
ists who think that the organization has sold its
traditional evangelicals and fundamentalists
fundamental

birthright as well as to liberal feminists who feel that DOS should move on to other
sources of legitimacy DOS states succinctly its feminist theology

properly understood

the bible has the only true and complete message for the liberation of both women and
men

finger 1984a4

5

because DOS includes contributions from so many sources outside the
evangelical tradition it spends considerable time defining and redefining its boundaries
DOS acknowledges the dangers of becoming either too narrow or too broad in a 1994

statement

all of us have seen

that limits cannot be stretched indefinitely for if we

subscribers
bers or vice versa
move too far to the left we lose our more evangelical subscri
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thus

it

is impossible to be totally inclusive

finger 1994a5

221

DOS thus qualifies its

inclusiveness by being selective in what topics it addresses and particularly in what types

of christian feminist sources it draws from while DOS is rooted in biblical feminism
which it defines as the most theologically conservative position in christian theology it
seeks to include a range of positions within the broader category of christian feminism
as well as attempting to draw certain insights from writings with a liberationist

perspective

however DOS for the most part excludes contributions from post

christian or radical feminist sources finger 1984a6

As DOS makes clear in its 1994

issue focused on interreligious dialogue it does not advocate relativizing christianity

instead DOS asserts that the exclusive claim for sovereignty of jesus although only
inclusive
inclusivi within these bounds
one authority can release enormous freedom and inclusivity

falsani and finger 199440
in contrast to daughter of sarahs inclusion of articles and insights from other
II has had little interaction with mainstream feminism
feminist organizations exponent 11

indeed what is notable in exponent is the relative absence of references to mainstream
feminism both christian and secular there are a number of reasons for exponents lack

of participation in wider feminist circles As noted before the organizations focus on
social support rather than social action reinforces its tendency towards isolation much of
DOS growing ecumenism has come out of necessity religious groups interested in
dosgrowing

feminist social action depend on the support of other groups for survival in addition
DOS is dependent on insights from broad christian feminism in its formulation of

biblical feminist theology since exponent does not promote an agenda of social reform
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and because it deals little with theological issues the organization does not need the input

of other groups to achieve its goals while exponent shares DOS desire to be inclusive

exponents definition of inclusiveness refers to the representation of diversity within the
mormon community not to the consideration of voices from nonmormon
non Mormon origins
exponent 11
II also does not actively draw from outside feminist sources because it
has trouble identifying with them exponent is rooted in a religion that has a substantially

different structure and theology than protestantism or catholicism thus it shares few of
the agenda and methodologies of organizations growing out of other religious traditions

solidarity is based on common goals and exponents objectives do not overlap with other
groups

an example of this can be seen in the issues addressed by the mormon

organization while DOS has expanded its definition of womens issues to include all
issues exponent has continued to narrowly focus on traditional womens issues
especially those centered around family

the topics discussed in the publication

derived from those that individual women deal with in daily life

are

thus while DOS

suich as abortion and
considers its landmark issues to be those covering topics such

lesbianism covered in 1985 and 1988 respectively

issues that were prominent in the

public sphere and heated up the debate within DOS exponent feels that its most

important issues have been mormon women and depression in 1979 and adolescents and
drugs in 1994

indeed because exponent has not looked outside its own relatively exclusive
community for insights and topics of interests its messages have often contrasted sharply
1 th mainstream feminism or at least have not followed the expectations of those outside
w
with
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the organization

for example while critics have judged that one of the

real issues for

mormon feminists is that of women and the priesthood the entire four years of
publication included in this study do not address that topic when personal lives are the
standard issues such as women gaining priesthood power are not as relevant as topics
woman probably the most
such as the pressure of trying to be an ideal mormon womanprobably
frequently mentioned topic in exponent moreover like its predecessor the womans

exponent which asserted that it was better to represent ourselves than be misrepresented
by others

and which acted out a religious feminism in sharp contrast to the feminism of

the day exponents feminism is self
defined and self validated DOS has also made
selfdefined

certain that it retains the right to define its own identity noting in 1994
we dont let our adversaries define what christian feminism is

its crucial that

scanzoni 199411

however by merging with other movements DOS has allowed groups from the larger
allies have a helping hand
environment especially those groups that are seen as allieshave
feminist environmentespecially
in how DOS defines itself and determines its organizational objectives

tension with the religious environment
As feminist organizations arising out of conservative religious traditions both
II exist in tension with their religious institutions and
daughters of sarah and exponent 11

communities indeed feminism has served as a confrontational force to most religious
institutions however as DOS and exponent illustrate the tension that exists between a

feminist organization and its religious context differs in type and degree depending upon
the specific character of the religion furthermore the specific religious environment

provides unique constraints and opportunities that influence both how the organizations
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feminist identity takes shape and how much power the feminist organization can have in
impacting the religious institution

exponent
anent include messages in their publications concerning the
both DOS and 17
IXP onent
unaccepting of and often antagonistic
difficulty of remaining in a religious environment un
accepting
DOS twentyyear
twenty year anniversary issue devoted to the
towards feminist ideals and goals dostwenty

state of christian feminism prints the following comment
there are so many other voices out there shouting off with their heads 1I
wonder if it is wise for christian feminists to stay in traditional
sometimes wonderif
churches perhaps we are setting ourselves up for theological and spiritual abuse
1994311
huizenga 19943

for evangelical feminists many of those shouting voices are coming from formal antineo
feminist organizations just as evangelical feminists use their neoevangelical
evangelical belief in
social action as a launching pad for their feminism traditional evangelicals have used

their religious identities to bond together in political organizations opposing the feminist
movement

and among these christian activist groups evangelical feminists are by far

just as neo
the minority oust
neoevangelicals are the minority in contemporary evangelicalism
evangelicals
DOS notes the threat of these antifeminist
anti feminist organizations
us circles
abundance in todays religious
refigio

10.
10
199410
scanzoni 1994
lo
io

heresy hunters are in

today there are huge

antifeminist forces active in the political arena and most of them are using the churches
as their base

antiferninist forces
nevertheless in spite of the growth of these antifeminist

confident that right will triumph eventually

1I

feel

eggebroten 198411

DOS can feel some confidence in a religious environment where the church exerts

pressure on feminists not only internally but also politically because its identity is rooted
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in a larger social movement focused on action not just supportive sisterhood

furthermore whereas the adversaries have attempted to define the choice for evangelical
feminists as a love it or leave it decision evangelical feminists have searched through

their own religious heritage and theology and found religious justification for their
feminism they do not face official sanctions as do mormon feminists which would
sever them from the church for their beliefs although they certainly face cultural pressure
and other repercussions such as not having their ordination recognized

evangelical

terms perhaps the
feminists do have the option of remaining in the church on their own termsperhaps
most critical difference between evangelical and mormon feminists

thus whereas

bel
exponent seeks to help women reduce some of the tension bev
between
tween their feminism and

the official church through sisterhood and understanding DOS has a different method in

mind eliminating the institutional tension by working for reform from within the church

although it may be difficult and DOS acknowledges that many women have chosen to
leave the church DOS affirms that it is possible to change the church from inside
many women have stayed and continue to stay they stay in the face of
inequality exclusive language an absence of models denied opportunities for
ministry put downs and abuse they stay despite hearing baiting remarks like
if you dont like it you can leave they stay to try to recover restore and
reconstruct a church that they believe was gods intended community of believers

todd 199416
while daughters of sarah experiences tension between the organization and the
religious institution that tension has not prevented it from acting out its goals in
II has not only
contrast the extreme tension between the mormon church and exponent 11

prevented exponent from publishing various topics but more importantly it has prevented
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the organization from mobilizing change and from advocating reform exponent is

concerned about constructing its boundaries so that it does not alienate certain readers
but it also faces the more threatening task of not antagonizing
antagon
antigon zing the official church
has become more difficult for exponent over time

this

for example exponent notes that

when the publication first began the church had not yet taken any official stance towards

feminism however when the church did begin to oppose the womens movement
especially the ERA amendment exponent was labeled as radical and dangerous

bushman 1983b9

the church has since defined feminism as one of the main threats

to the wellbeing
well being of the church and has formally discouraged unofficial symposiums and

discussions thus increasing the tension that exists between exponent and the institution

anderson 1993a
in many ways the marginalized position that exponent assumes in relation to the
official church mirrors the position of women within the church both lack official voice
and both lack access to the formal system of authority within the church indeed the
position of exponent is in many ways doubly marginalized since it exists within the
common constraints of the mormon community yet it is unsanctioned and unrecognized
communityan an unoffocial
within that community
unofficial underground womens publication likewise the

individual women within exponent are doubly marginalized first as women and second
because they are unlike mainstream mormon women they are as frequently described
oddballs
balls
in exponent the odd

mcgee 198312
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exponent contains numerous messages concerning the marginalization and
silencing of women within the mormon church one article from 1994 summarizes the
silencing process in these words

my personal belief is that the general silencing of mormon women is built into the
churchs patriarchal and ecclesiastical structures that separate leaders from
followers give men privileges and status over women and give some men status
over other men As a result some voices in mormonism are always more
important than other voices and those other voices are never the voices of
mormon women women as well as men internalize this structure to the point
that it seems normal and natural in fact speaking out seems so abnormal and
wrong that mormon women quickly join with mormon men in criticizing and
punishing deviants anderson 1993b4

mormon women work in a separate sphere of activity from those who hold
because most mormonwomen
the influence and power in the church they rarely have the opportunity to speak

authoritatively moreover the informal structure of the churchwith
church with its emphasis on
obedience its stress on perfectionism in behavior its reinforcement of insideroutsider
insider outsider
aiso acts to reinforce womens lack of voice
sanctions also
behavior and its threat of negative sanctionsalso

within the mormon culture

thus a complex interplay of factors combine to silence

certain forms of expression and thought within the mormon community with official
II
and cultural pressures to be silent it is little wonder that many women turn to exponent 11
as a safe place to express their thoughts still sometimes anonymously especially when

dealing with controversial subjects such as abortion and to find other women with
similar feelings

the following examples from exponent express the fear of speaking

honestly in the church community

because of the stress on obedience in church doctrine and the conditioning effect
A
of negative reinforcement 1I was never brave enough to speak of my feelings
readers voice 19949
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speak softly of my frustrations within the church because 1I wish to be a force for
good within and have seen too many people labeled out whose words fall on
deaf ears but change is slow and my soft speaking has caused me to feel isolated
proctor 198417
and at times without integrity
1I

too feel sadness because 1I see a bureaucracy that more closely resembles the
unhealthy soviet system rather than the democratic system of the united states
the church should belong to all of us not just to those who work in the church
office building perhaps if leaders were more open to suggestions for
improvement instead of condemning those ideas as being unloving and critical
many of us would feel empowered and more responsible most people are afraid
to criticize for fear that they will be viewed as apostate bishop 199019
1I

As these examples show exponent perceives that its religious environment often leaves

women with the love it or leave it choice that DOS talked about however while DOS
has been able to reframe this choice into a love it or change it decision mainly by

finding legitimacy for biblical feminism within evangelical tradition and theology

exponent has not had the opportunity to do so because of the constraints of the religion
in particular the official constraints that come in the form of excommunication

for

exponent then the ei
eitheror
theror choice can become a reality only the choice is not made by
the individual but by the institution

the threat of official negative sanctions such as excommunication or
disfellowshipment
ment in addition to social ostracism or isolation acts as one of the heaviest
disfellowship
forces preventing honest voice or attempts at reform these punishments are severe
because they exclude many individuals from not only their religion but their entire way

of life their heritage and their identity thus those involved in exponent often feel that
even this publication does not constitute a safe enough place to be completely candid

for example

when sonja johnson was excommunicated in 1979 for her outspoken
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feminist views and political activism in opposition to the church many at exponent were
fearful of printing articles and opinions about the event because of the threat of official

recrimination although they did go ahead and print the articles without repercussions

dushku 19945
in 1994 however exponents misgivings were reinforced when official sanctions
were taken against a few individuals within their own circles
cir
clrcless even though the

individuals in question
were not excommunicated or disfellowshipped
questionwere
disfelbwshipped
ped because of their
disfellowship
participation in exponent most were not contributors the official reason given for the
sanctions

apostasy

seemed to many in exponent to be related to what exponent was

based on namely using ones free speech and free agency to explore womens issues in
the church

22

an issue devoted to the subject included the following statements

which

expressed both fears and frustrations concerning the lack of power of lay members to
voice honest concerns or attempt to work reform in the church

one of the icebergs that ive hit lately

has been the recent excommunications
in the church 1I wondered how 1I would feel if my membership and convictions
were in some fashion weighed and because 1I was found lacking 1I was told to
leave 1I could physically attend church but the promises of my faith would be
gone
sunk no baptism no temple endowment the sacrament would no longer be
gonesunkno
a renewal of my covenant with god my marriage would no longer contain
memberof
promises from god 1I would no longer be a mem
member
of the church of jesus christ
berof
of latterday
latter day saints how would 1I feel if id hit that iceberg and now large
portions of me that had seemed wedded to my soul were sinking while 1I watched
1I would rather be in a home with all the bumps bruises and
from a lifeboat
bangs of personality and differences and with lots of love than in a home where no
one talks for fear of offending temple 19943

excommunication meant that she could no longer take the sacrament have a job
or speak in church go to the temple have claim on her family for time and all
eternity
the charge against her she had chosen to point up publicly what
she had seen as flaws and injustices in the very system she upholds by her claim to
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quelling questioning has to be the
membership how could all this
thls be
thi
ry thayne 19946
inquiry
supreme irony in a church founded on personal inqui
II faces extreme tension from the mormon
As these examples illustrate exponent 11

institution where even talk can be construed as threatening

thus

it is not surprising that

exponent would be focused on providing social support indeed when exponents goal of
creating sisterhood outside the official church is interpreted in light of the tension
between the organization and the religious environment that goal can in many ways be
seen as a form of social action

thus no matter what exponent publishes just the fact

that it exists can be construed as a threat or at least a critique of the church

issues addressed
evident illustrations of the deeper
perhaps the most
selfevident
mosit
bosit representative and self
II can be found in the differing
differences between daughters of sarah and exponent 11

content of each publication As discussed in the methodology section 1I originally
intended to compare the two publications by assessing differences in topic frequencies

although 1I was ultimately unable to systematically compare topics found in each
as well as larger patterns and
magazine 1I was able to di
scover general content differencesas
discover
sas
differences
difference

themes in each publication through my reading of the four years of issues As mentioned
ablove organizational goals
briefly in the previous sections all of the factors discussed above

sources of authority relationship with mainstream feminism and with the specific
evangelical or mormon environment contribute to differences in the content of DOS and

exponent because both publications take place in the larger environment of christian
and secular feminism they do contain similar often overlapping content however for
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organization and the timing in which those
the most part the issues addressed by each organizationand
ssues
iissues
issues

discussed vary considerably
are discussedvary
year anniversary issues of
A brief examination of topic differences in the ten
tenyear

II in many ways exemplifies the larger differences
daughters of sarah and exponent 11

found in the two publication both publications anniversary issues include a number of
historical overviews of their organizational foundings
foun dings and development in addition to
soundings
these largely editorial articles however daughters of sarah includes a fictional
ats
reinterpretation of the story of ahn
sts birth an article on evangelicalism and social
christs
chn

justice and two articles concerning womens ordination in the catholic church in
II includes the biography of a pioneer woman the spiritual
contrast exponent 11

autobiography of a contemporary mormon woman two personal essays written by a
woman who had chosen to leave the church and the text of a speech presented at a recent

womens conference concerning womens roles differences are immediately apparent
between these two issues in terms of dialogue with other feminist movements tension
with the religious institution source of authority and genre DOS includes articles

addressing theological issues both within and beyond evangelicalism while exponent
includes life histories and personal essays which focus on the relationships of individuals
to the church moreover while both examine womens roles within their religion DOS
is much more radical dealing explicitly with the topic of female leadership such as the

ordination of women within the church or the fictional possibility of a female christ in

contrast exponent discusses the topic of womens roles in terms that are inspiring and
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affirming but essentially ambiguous and undefinedrhetoric
undefined rhetoric that precludes the need for

concrete examples of what womens expanded roles actually could be

the following table lists the major themes addressed in the four years of
II included in this study
daughters of sarah and exponent 11

table 3 major themes covered in issues of daughters of sarah and exponent
11
II over four years of publication

year

issue

number
1979

1

women in ministry

2

women in history

masce
iraneous
ilaneous adoption
miscellaneous
misce
conference reports biographies
miscellaneous year of the child

mothering
fathering

involvement
mormon women and depression
pasadena community aging

black women
white women
womenwhite
women as consumer
hierarchy

Exponent
10th Anniversary
anniversaryexponent

3

4
5

6

1984

1

general crises

sisters in the third world 1 1I

3

sisters in the third world 11II

4

feminist theology

5

womens storiespolitical
Stories Political
action
Biblical
loth Anniversary
anniversarybiblical

1

2
3

4
5

6

1994

giving birth community

2

6

1989

exponent
exponentii 11
II

daughters of sarah

1

2
3

4

reunion

pathfinders
Path finders esther peterson and
virginia sorensen
grandmothers mothers and
daughters
11
II ten
the best of exponent IL

year retrospective

feminism
women and divorce

raising sons
adolescents and drugs
younger womens issues
abortion

not available
not available
not available
male and female gender
christian feminism
women and family
interreligious dialogue
women and violence
20th anniversarychristian
Anniversary Christian
feminism
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miscellaneous personal essay
contest winners response to
excommunications
infertility
response to excommunications
being single

As a survey of exponents major themes demonstrates exponent from its inception
itsinception has

drawn its choice of topics from the narrowly defined community of mormon women

thus over the years exponent has covered many of the same recurring topics especially
those centered on womens daily lives and family relationships motherhood
childbearing infertility being single in a married church facing the pressures of living up
to mormon ideals of womanhood and so on moreover because the mormon women of

exponent have continued to live in a relatively isolated and constrained religious sphere
the content of the publication has likewise tended to remain conservative and limited in
focus indeed when exponent has discussed issues common to mainstream feminism it
has done so at a much litter
later date than the larger movement basically because the

organizations participants have come into personal contact with the feminist issues at a
much later date than other women

for example exponent devoted a theme issue to the

nine years after the first in
subject of abortion in 1994
depth issue of DOS focused on
indepth
1994nine
the subject

in contrast to exponent the founders of DOS created a format designed to foster a
variety of different issues and forms of expression particularly by allowing the

organization to participate in an active forum with nonevangelical sources from the larger

environment thus in contrast to exponents relatively stable content DOS has
experienced a rapid expansion in terms of its range of content moreover because DOS
has not been constrained by the goal of ideological consensus when making publishing

decisions it has been able to explore controversial issues without risking sisterhood

example in 1979 DOS notes in an editorial some of us feel that there is not much
biblical precedent for ordination of individual pastors of a particular congregation
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for

finger 1979a2

however this does not stop DOS from publishing an issue on

womens ordination
I nstream
mainstream
astream
daughters of
asarahs
sarahs content has been heavily influenced by ma
i

1

theology DOS
christian feminism because of its open dialogue with feminist theologydos
1994 that christian feminism
theological range has widened considerably DOS notes in 11994
na
feminism
and thus biblical ferffl
n1 sm has broadened

women from church backgrounds are

saying things only postchristians
post christians said earlier

finger 1994b5

for example

DOS

exploration of god has ranged from early articles describing feminine or maternal images
to issues affirming the empowering qualities of a female god
of god found in the bible toissues

and a female christ for women to comprehensive articles discussing the goddess sophia
and the shekhinah in 1994 DOS included multiple reviews concerning the ecumenical

christian

re imagining conference

held in 1993 a conference that caused considerable

controversy in traditional christian churches because the name
narrie of sophia was invoked
in worship

the editor of DOS writes the following about the conference

reimagining seemed to hit the mainline churches
imagining
the theology expressed at re

1I kept
1ith about as much warning as last winters california earthquake
w
with
thinking that had the critics been regular readers of daughters of sarah book
reviews they wouldnt have been so shocked by the content of re imagining

finger 1994c25
exponent
little
in contrast to DOS wide range of theological topics ex
anent has contained 1Iittie
ixp onent
lttie
ittle
theological content

for example

even though mormon theology includes the concept of

exponent
vap onent
a mother in heaven the four years surveyed in this study of E
anent include only three
or four messages relating to a female god moreover the manner in which exponent has
DOS theological arguments
addressed the concept of a mother in heaven contrasts with dostheological

for example one of the statements reads
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have identified the quality of love that our heavenly mother feels for us in the
quality of love my mother has offered me 1I sense that we can be inspired to
recognize many qualities of our mother in heaven in the righteous actions of
women we know howe 19842
1I

As this example shows images of a heavenly mother are created primarily through

individual experience not through formal scholarship and not through interaction with

other feminist sources thus whereas DOS has used insights from feminist theology to
explore female images of god exponents conception of a heavenly mother emphasizes
wifehood an eternal mother and
traditional qualities associated with motherhood and wifehoodan
complementary partner to god

in addition to the diversity of theological issues included in DOS the content of
DOS has also paralleled developments in secular feminism DOS has covered topics that

have figured prominently in the public feminist sphere hierarchy and third world
women in 1984 lesbianism in 1988 and women and violence in 1994 among others

indeed the influence of mainstream feminism on DOS can be seen in its widening
and thus christian feminist issues one
definitions of what constitutes womens issues
issuesand

staff member of DOS notes
issiaes lucille and my sisters
womens issues
in the beginning 1I just wanted to look at 11woments
at north park and my brothers in evangelicals for social action forced me to
oor and all sorts of issues 1I
consider the problems of militarism minorities the poor
all issues are womens
ail
ali
would have preferred to ignore they taught me that call
issues the magazine has continued to strive for that balance hardesty
19846

with this expansion of traditional womens issues into all issues DOS also
DOS wrote
began to reappraise the narrowness of its own religious tradition in 1989
1989dos

that like the realizations being made in secular feminism
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it has been a gradual growing

consciousness over the years the knowledge that our christian feminism has often been a
addle
rm
middle
ddle class christian feminism
white middie
middleclass

finger 19893

this recognition led to a

critique of sarah as a fit mother for evangelical feminists

like sarah we have often been so concerned about meeting our own needs
legitimate though they are that we have simply overlooked the eagars
hagars in our
As daughters of sarah we must own the fact that sarah oppressed her
midst
slave she used her
black womens analysis of the story of sarah and hagar
has made us uncomfortable do we want to be called sarahs daughters
how
can we be inclusive of both sarah and hagar finger 19893

nonwestem
DOS content had grown to include non
inionwestern
Western sources as a
nonchristian
by 1994 doscontenthad
Christian inion
self assessment and understanding
means towards honest selfassessment

for example

in a 1994 issue

devoted to interreligious dialogue DOS contains voices from the russian orthodox

church from filipino communities and from african culture among others and notes

what does happen when christian feminism meets other cultures and religions
creative subversion may result finger 1994a5
in addition to differences in the theological and mainstream feminist topics
II each publication also discusses similar
addressed by daughters of sarah and exponent 11

topics in extremely different ways A comparison of family definitions in DOS and

exponent illustrates how different each publications outlook has been in relation to
traditional womens issues early exponent issues were centered around motherhood and
housekeeping exemplified by a regular feature entitled

the frugal housewife

which

was devoted to detailing womens everyday lives primarily as acted out in the home

articles spotlighted typical mormon women giving time tables of their daily lives and
recording interviews with the women concerning their views on issues such as the
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womens
woments
foments movement A 1979 quote concerning the opinions of one of the spotlighted
thought found in exponent at the time
nist
nistthought
feminist
women represents the restrained nature of ferm

she recognizes inequalities on a professional level and favors improvement her major
concern however is that housewives be granted respect and be allowed to stay at home

bushman 1979a
1979al111

in kind another article from 1979 notes that most mormon
their major

women accept their role as mother and homemaker willingly
dissatisfaction is that of getting bogged down in mundane things

sowby 19797

and

1

another exponent essay in 1979 includes the following representative comment I have
chosen to put my major efforts into being a wife and mother 1I cannot envision any other
lifestyle in which 1I could influence other people to the degree and over the extended time

period that 1I can as a wife and mother

sievers 19789

while DOS also focuses on the topic of motherhood in a 1979 issue it does so
from a substantially different viewpoint indeed the first article on mothering opens with
the statement

birth

my mother and 1I have something in common with god the mother giving

nyce 19793

the article goes on to discuss the divine parenting

lii
iii

1I
1 1I11
111
example of yahwehs relationship with israel in hosea 11
11111

shown in the

not limited by current

stereotypes that force fathers and mothers to perform different roles here is the almighty
modeling the total range of childrearing tasks

5

parenthood and
this image of parenthoodand

godhood contrasts sharply with the parenting image found in exponent during the same
godhoodcontrasts
time period which still primarily emphasizes separate roles for men and women and
conceives of godly parenting as a reflection of traditional earthly parenting although

other articles in DOS issue on mothering reaffirm traditional aspects of motherhood
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DOS notes that motherhood may need to be redefined as it comes into contact with

feminism acknowledging that there are common problems with our cultures definition
mothering and its definition of women as baby makers
of motheringand

daughters of sarah 19799

DOS issue on mothering is also immediately followed by an issue devoted to

fathering while the fatherhood issue contains many traditional conceptions of parenting
especially since it is composed primarily of personal essays written by men engaged in
fathering tasks the introductory editorial gives a suggestion that would seem scandalous
or even heretical to many traditional evangelical and mormon women in 1979

we

women need to push men to participate more fully in home making what we have
usually been more conditioned to do they often must painstakingly leam
learn

and

sometimes as these four accounts demonstrate the best way to do it is to have a career of

ones
1979b22
onels
anels own finger 1979b
word career

the jarring term in this statement for many women is the

indeed while one exponent article in 1979 encourages women to plan
indeedwhile

realistically for the future by keeping up their job skills and qualifications it states that
this planning should bedone
be done in relation to work not a career implying that women

should not even think about having their own careers hammond 19789

exponents conception of family roles have
As these 1979 examples demonstrate exponentsconception
been predominantly shaped by the mormon community and thus are often defined in
tion to the womens movement in contrast dosfocus
DOS focus on family issues has
opposition
opposit
opposi

largely mirrored ideologies common to the larger feminist movement which centers on
such concerns as equalized power relations for men and women within the family and an

expansion of womens roles beyond the confines of the home indeed while in 1994
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exponent still assumes largely traditional definitions of family roles DOS in 1994
declares that the concept of the family needs to be redefined in light of current realities
non traditional families as those formed by
and demographicsprimarily
demographics primarily to include such nontraditional
sex partners one article in DOS reads
same
samesex

to build our understanding of family

today on a model trapped in the 1950s is as ludicrous as building our understanding of
family on the polygamous patriarchal culture of the old testament
that speaks to our time

martin 199427

we need a model

in many ways 1exponent
anent would be as
1xp onent

appalled and threatened by this conception of family as would the members of the
religious right especially since mormonism is rooted in a culture that conceptualizes
traditional families as eternal units modeled after godly parents
II include
in conclusion although both daughters of sarah and exponent 11
11woments
womens issues

because they are working under different constraints and opportunities

from their religious environments they not only define the range of relevant issues
differently but they also address similar issues from distinctly different perspectives

because exponent has drawn its subject matter from the contributions of a relatively
isolated community of women its content has remained stable and conservative over
time in contrast DOS interaction
interact lon
ion with christian and secular feminism has resulted in a
widening of DOS content in terms of the actual subject matter addressed and in terms of
the range of viewpoints associated with each subject
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CHAPTER SIX

conclusions
summary of findings
idic
ific neoevangelical
specific
neo
this study has examined how the spec
evangelical and mormon
1

11
exponent
exponenth
II are situated contribute both
environments in which daughters of sarah and exponents
ntH
Expone

directly and indirectly to the distinct identity and agenda of each publication through
g

rach

the study of the discourse of each publication major differences have been found between
the two christian feminist organizations over a number of interrelated variables the goals
they advocate the sources of authority from which they draw the style of writing they

femiliist and religious
employ the relationships they maintain with both their feminist
environments and the womens issues they explore

christian feminism in general can be defined as encompassing two major
elements consciousness of inequality between the sexes particularly in terms of religious
worship theology andchurch
and church structure and desire for positive change

this broad

II which both seek to empower and
definition fits daughters of sarah and exponent 11

promote the status of women through an understanding and reconstruction of the place of
women within the church however the differing goals environmental relationships
religious and feminist content and styles of the two organizations combine to form a
brand of christian feminism that is unique to each

daughters of sarah has defined its biblical feminist goals in terms of public
social action and it has determined that dialogue with other feminists is necessary to

achieve womens religious liberation with its roots in evangelicalism it has been able to
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re
legitimate its own agenda through biblical reinterpretation
interpretation and feminist theology

moreover the nature of evangelicalism has allowed evangelical women to explore their
feminist identities within the church without compromising their evangelical identity in
II has focused on fostering sisterhood within the mormon community
contrast exponent 11

providing a safe haven for women to express their personal feelings and life experiences
items that validate their religious and feminist identities because the structure of

mormonism constrains lay members participation in theology because the hierarchical
priesthood places women outside the lines of authority and silences their voices and
because the organizational boundaries of mormonism precludes the possibility of women
II is
finding a safe space within mormonism to explore feminism in its fullness exponent 11

constrained from pursuing more controversial or radical goals

both organizations are intimately aware of the influence of the religious
institution and community within which they construct their self understandings and both
make choices in response to the opportunities or constraints of their religious
environments further both organizations continually respond to changes occurring
mccuff
occuffing in
both their specific religious environments and in the broader feminist environment and in
so doing constantly reshape and redefine their feminist identities DOS interacts heavily

with outside feminist sources and thus it is constantly forced to make decisions

concerning what feminist elements to appropriate or modify and what elements to reject

meanwhile since it also responds to the tension created by the religious institution it
must also continually reevaluate its religious identity exponent interacts little with

mainstream feminist sources because of the heavy constraints associated with the
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mormon environment indeed as the tension coming from the mormon institution
increases or decreases exponent likewise vacillates in its feminist agendai
agenda Iitt expands or

retrenches as a reflection of its religious environment because the evangelical and

mormon environments continue to shape DOS and exponent long after their initial
founding the future appearance of the organizations will likely be determined not so
much by the individual members making up the organizations but by how the religious

environment defines and sets constraints upon the organizations
II the construction of evangelical
thus for daughters of sarah and exponent 11

feminism and mormon feminism is a neverending
never ending process

for these organizations

one

feminism does not take precedence or dominance over the other
faith or feminismdoes
identity falth
identityfaith

instead the interaction between religious and feminist identities is an ongoing
accommodating process of give and take while this study has focused specifically on
H
II
daughteirs
daughters
the differences between the christian feminisms of Daugh
teirs of sarah and exponent 11

the findings reinforce the complexity of christian feminism in general a complexity that

results from an awareness that individuals and organizations construct their self
understandings and goals within numerous overlapping environments and structures of

constraint

limitations and directions for future research
because of the limited nature of a thesis project this study has necessarily
oversimplified the complexity of evangelical and mormon feminism

for example

the

theoretical and generalized manner in which contemporary evangelicalism and

mormonism have been portrayed has at times implied that they are monolithic stable
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entities thus ignoring the important variations and realities that occur in everyday
religious practice moreover the dichotomous nature of comparison has tended to
enlarge differences while deemphasizing similarities between the two organizations and

their environments

furthermore the focus on the constraints associated with evangelicalism and
mormonism has tended to overshadow the opportunities that are also an integral part of
each religion opportunities that likewise shape each organization in terms of its identity
goals and methodologies indeed the two publications would not exist were it not for
the presence of structures of opportunities within each religious environment moreover
because the two organizations have been compared against each other within a framework

emphasizing structures of constraint daughters of sarah may appear overly liberal and
ity
II may seem more conservative and constricted in real
reality
unrestrained while exponent 11

both can be located along a conservative continuum and both have varying degrees and
types of power depending on the context

this thesis has also centered on the impact of religious constraints upon feminist
publications

the focus on publications does not mean to suggest that other forms of

feminist development do not exist within evangelicalism and mormonism

for example

feminist discussion groups reformed liturgical practices and the involvement of women
in matters of religious administration and policy are all manifestations of feminism found
in both evangelicalism and mormonism

an evaluation of these alternate forms of

feminism within each religious context in terms of both structures of constraint and
opportunity would greatly augment the findings of this thesis
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finally one important way in which an understanding of the structural
opportunities associated with each religious environment could be better developed is by
engaging more fully in new institutional organizational theory because of the limited

neoinstitutionalism
scope of this thesis neo
institutionalism was treated in a narrow fashion however
contemporary developments in institutional theory would provide important insights into
religious environments and would help to more explicitly define the complex nature and
influence of these environments upon associated organizations
ligal im121if
implications
theoretical
ona
ons
TheoM

despite the limitations and narrow scope of this thesis this project underlines the
importance of a number of basic theoretical concepts relevant to the study of

organizations first it is important to realize that all individuals are members of multiple
groups and therefore have complex group loyalties and identities membership in given
groups can foster the formation of certain forms of collective action

thus the

construction of solidarities based on both single and multiple identities is not unexpected
or uncommon however because individuals always act in reference to complex
structure of constraints and opportunities as a function of their membership in multiple
groups the organizations they create likewise work under similar constraints and

opportunities

at the organizational level

it is also crucial to appreciate the significance of

religious environments religious institutions can serve as the dominant source of

opportunities and constraints for organizations although traditionally institutional
theorists have focused on the impact that the state has in shaping organizations for many
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organizations it is the religious environment that primarily determines organizational
development and survival

provide or
the religious institution thus has the power to provideor

withhold the legitimacy that is needed by an organization to survive
withholdthe

finally the particular dimensions of the religious environment determine the
shape of associated organizations religions vary along a number of variables such as in
re
cements
rements
requirements
their institutional structure theology membership aequi
ments relationship with the
requi
I1

larger environment and so on because of their makeup and their relationship with
society certain religions provide stronger constraints upon alternate organizations than
others these constraints vary in relation to the degree of tension that exists between an
organization and its religious environment

the greater the tension

organization has in determining its own identity and agenda

the less autonomy an

thus organizational form is

predominantly determined not by the individuals who make up the organization but by
the characteristics of the religious environment in which the organization is embedded
oif
eif
of an organizations specific
in the analysis of organizations therefore a full awareness elf

religious context is crucial for a complete understanding of the organization
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ENDNOTES
represented by daughters of sarah is a progressive
neo
neoevangelicalism
the evangelicalism

minority
strand of contemporary evangelicalism neo
neoevangelicals
evangelicals tend to represent the left end of the
evangelical continuum with fundamentalists being located on the opposite right end although at
times each side has dominated evangelical institutions such as the southern baptist convention
neo
neoevangelicals
evangelicals share many common beliefs and behavioral characteristics with mainstream
evangelicals
evange licals but they also differ along a number of variables for example neoevangelicals
neo
evangelicals
give greater emphasis to certain aspects of evangelicalism such as the importance of social
ism such as the complete
justice while critiquing other aspects of traditional evangelicalism
evangelical
inerrancy of the bible neo
lists
neoevangelicals
evangelica
evangelicals also differ from traditional evangelicalists
demographically for example they tend to live in urban areas and have higher educational
levels and higher social status see ammerman 1990
1

2

latter day
the official title of the mormon church is the church of jesus christ of latterday

saints

although the name evangelicalism implies an emphasis on evangelism for many
licals social justice and humanitarian concerns are equal in importance and
evangelicals
progressive evange
evanizelicals
are inseparable from the concern for the salvation of souls in contrast many fundamentalists
3

focus exclusively on evangelism and feel that an engagement in social and societal concerns can
compromise the strict exclusive standards of evangelicalism see ammerman 1990117

4
although the ecological aspect of Min
minkoffs
koffss organizational approach may not be as
minkoff
kolTs analysis is important
Min koffs
applicable to this study as her new institutionalist approach minkoffs
minkolts
because it focuses on the development of womens advocacy organizations a category which
II are both a part of As noted in the concluding section the
daughters of sarah and exponent 11
limited nature of this thesis and the method of combining insights from multiple theories has
izadi
izati onal
onai theory however further studies
organizational
precluded the extensive use of new institutional organ
into the relationship between religious environments and associated feminist organizations would
be greatly enhanced by the use of new institutional theory
5

this does not mean that conservative religious environments

6

II and daughters of sarah are listed
all references to articles and editorials in exponent 11

do not provide opportunities
was for religious feminist
for any development of feminism within their bounds my search vas
publications not for any manifestations of religious feminism

separately in the appendix
7

one sided and reductive
folbres focus on structures of constraint can seem somewhat onesided

especially since she is responding to traditional rational choice models which often ignore or
macro level constraints upon human action although her
underestimate the impact of larger macrolevel
definition of constraints assumes the simultaneous presence of certain opportunities she tends to
140

conceptualize constraints and opportunities as opposite ends of the same continuum thus for
folbre fewer constraints translates into greater opportunities and vice versa this ignores the
reality that constraints and opportunities differ in type as well as degree for example mormon
theology concerning the nature of god illustrates both the constraints and opportunities that are
simultaneously present within the mormon tradition although the belief in a physical male
god restricts the development of such feminist practices as goddess worship or re
reframing
framing god
as a she the belief in a mother in heaven allows feminists to identify with a female deity
although mormon leaders forbid prayer or worship in relation to a heavenly mother

according to robert bellah 1986 the ability to remain in a religion on ones own terms
is evidence of americas tradition of individualism bellah asserts that most americans see
religion as something individual prior to any organizational involvement 226 since
american religion has in many ways become segmented and relegated to the private sphere
americans have come to see faith and values as personal not public matters americans judge
8

religion according to their own value systems 76 and place emphasis on their own autonomy
to represent individualized religion bellah gives the example of a woman named sheila who
Sheilaism
Sheilaism bellah asserts that sheilaism
named her personal religious faith after herself sheilaism
suggests the logical possibility of over 220 million american religions one for each of us 221

john andersons dissertation 1986 comparing mormon and southern baptist women
1975 discusses how the different structures and theologies of the mormon church
during 1945
19451975
and the southern baptist church lead to different role expectations for each group of women As
he notes both groups historically emphasized womens traditional roles such as womens innate
abilities and responsibilities for homemaking and mothering and the need for women to stay in
the home and maintain the family in order to prevent the moral decay of the surrounding society
church most notably the fact that leaders
however the structure of the southern baptist churchmost
allowed baptist women to take an active role in
exercise little authority over their followers
followersallowed
performing a variety of tasks for the church for example women could enter the political arena
on behalf of their church advancing the conservative moral causes advocated by the church
moreover for southern baptism women the church as a vocation was
vas open for them thus
providing an alternative to wifehood and motherhood in contrast anderson found the mormon
church exercised a great deal of authority over its lay membership because of its authoritarian
hierarchical and patriarchal structure thus although mormon womens worth and abilities were
praised by leaders the women were not seen as qualified for the active work of the church for
mormon women there were few roles open to them besides that of being a wife and a mother
andersons work was a historical evaluation ending primarily before the womens
liberation movement had fully hit the religious world much has changed since the period
examined in his study in the last few decades the womens movement has had a strong
influence on both the mormon church and on other conservative religions although religious
leaders still advocate womens traditional roles they do so with more leniency recognizing that
the world today is a different place thus most conservative churches have accommodated a
evangelicalism and mormonism being no exception
societyevangelicalism
certain degree to the surrounding society
however although leaders condemnations of such issues as women in the work place have been
softened they are still present thus how followers perceive their leaders is as important as
9

141

what the leaders are saying neo
neoevangelicals
evangelicals have rooted their identities in the evangelical
halve
halee interpreted that tradition to mean that leaders are on the same
tradition of democracy and have
level as their followers thus neo
neoevangelicals
evangelicals feel that all individuals bear the responsibility of
interpreting scripture for themselves and of forming their own relationship with jesus and with
god they are in charge of their own lives although all evangelicals do not agree with neo
ofevangelicalism
evangelicals on the issue of individual authority the nature of
evangelicalism allows the
fites and beliefs within the movement in contrast mormon history is
identfites
ident hites
ppossibility
bility of multiple identiites
ossi ability
based on theocracy and followers are taught that obedience and submission to proper authority
are essential to being gods people such standards of obedience are reinforced by behavior
standards that put members into categories based on their actions and by sanctions that cut off
those who dont obey from participation in the full blessings and opportunities that come with the
church thus women in the mormon tradition have continually been confined to limited roles
both in their individual lives and in their church whereas evangelical women have been able to
expand their roles and exert a greater influence upon their church
1.1

however as noted earlier groups within evangelicals define the priesthood of believers
differently thus within the institution of evangelicalism such as the southern baptist
convention there are limits to individual authority and to democracy
10

indeed mormonism has been described by some critics as being creedless due to its
10
lack of professional theologians shepherd and shepherd 1984
198410
11

behavioral standards and other commitments such as time and money are characteristics
common to many evangelical churchesespecially
churches especially those that are successful in the sense
neoevangelical
described by the authors of vanishing boundaries 1994 however the neo
evangelical women
be associated with less conservative evangelical churches
of daughters of sarah tend to
tobe
churches that are more like mainstream protestant denominations and thus provide fewer
membership requirements
12

moreover the basic existence of these organizations demonstrates the fact that the
mormon environment does provide opportunities for the construction of certain forms of
feminist action in addition to the constraints to feminist development other manifestations of
feminism are also present in contemporary mormonism for example women have been given
greater opportunities to speak and pray during weekly church meetings women speakers are
included in regular general conferences more women are serving missions
rrassions for the church and so
on although certain of these expanded roles for women within the church might represent a
form of appeasement or co
cooptation
coaptation to prevent dissension among women they also represent
optation
areas in which women have been able to gain some power and act in accordance with feminist
ideals although they might not necessarily define them as such
13

the early domesticity of exponent contrasts with that of DOS in

1979 DOS published
its first issue focused on motherhood stating that the reason for delaying the topic was not
because the women involved did not value motherhood but rather because most of the staff were
not mothers it was not until 1984 that DOS production atmosphere sounded like that of
14

142

exponent in an editorial entitled pretzels diapers and crayons DOS noted that our flights
of theological abstraction are tempered by baby drool soggy diapers and toothless smiles it
feim
feminism
goes on to say perhaps our children teach us as much about felm
nism
cism and god as the many
jesus the friend of women loved children too
flood our desks
books and newsletters that hood
anderson 198423 the fact that DOS has been driven by books and newsletters from the
beginning tells a lot about the publication As the findings section discusses while exponent
focuses on everyday life and personal experience as a source of authority DOS draws its identity
from scholarly and theological sources from both within the evangelical circle and beyond
15

Relic society magazine was discontinued in
relicsociety
reile
the relief

1970 constituting the end of official

womens publications within the church
16

or as another quote reads

originally printed 1I september 1895
women sic herself must not cease her efforts in her own behalf or in behalf of her sex
because it must be apparent to all that although women may be intellectually bright
vigorous and active yet they lack the training and discipline men get from association
political and otherwise which brings them into contact with each other and the public at
large women have occupied a much narrower sphere heretofore
not that we think
the millennium will have come when women have equal suffrage but it will be the
dawning of a brighter period for the whole of mankind already the leaven has begun to
exponent 11
II 1984b3
work in utah and women feel the stirring of new ideas

indeed the percentages of lines in daughters of sarah attributed to the goals of
consciousness raising and social support are somewhat misleading since the majority of these
lines 100 of consciousness raising and 66 of social support are from articles describing the
history and past goals of the publication ie goals from the time ofthe
odthe
of the organizations founding
17

this is not to say that DOS

has not continued to provide social support for its members
but merely that this social support has largely taken a second seat to the goal of social action A
few examples from DOS illustrate the important role that the publication continues to play in
ssue DOS writes that it is the
terms of support and community in its twentyyear
twenty year anniversary issue
i assue
even though many in our churches still cant
sense of mutual support that keeps us going
goingeven
understand how we can be feminist and many of our secular feminist contacts cant understand
how we can be christian scanzoni 19948 DOS also receives numerous letters such as the
following describing the support that participants draw from the organization thank you
because of you 1I do not feel quite as alone because of you 1I still have hope langner
18

I1

198428
19

the topic of restricted roles comes up frequently in exponent one of the reasons that

mormon women have felt so confined and limited in their life options is attributable to recent
changes that have occurred within the official church during the late 1960s the church began
to make changes in its administration policies and practices to meet the challenges of its rapidly
organizational
zational
lonal
lonai movement
rational
expanding and international membership entitled correlation this organi
was also intended to bring the focus of church programs back to the family unit however in
I1
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order to simplify procedures the church cut back on many womens programs and reduced
womens
woments
foments roles defining womens organizations and activities as auxiliary to the male priesthood
structure in turn the male priesthood structure became more hierarchical thus excluding
women more completely
jill mulvay derr
deff notes that the changes brought about by the correlation committee to
unify church policy and procedure had unintended consequences for womenfurther
women further
and focusing even more
diminishing any sense of female leadership and collective identity
identityand
narrowly on womans role in the home 1987195 thus while the larger society was allowing
women greater freedom of opportunity the church was in many ways limiting womens roles
marie cornwall summarizes the situation that mormon women found themselves in at the very
time that women generally were pressing for greater influence in social institutions the women
ofmormonism
of
mormonism found themselves outside the hierarchy with little input on governing councils
1994258 further jan shipps notes that the correlation movement had another consequence
for all lay members the correlation committee started to function as a censoring body in its
attempts to systematize not only church programs and worship activities but church doctrine as
authority in particular womenwere
well 199480 thus those outside the lines of official authorityin
women were
left with reduced input into the system as well as reduced freedom to express ideas outside the
formal system
although many of the consequences of the correlation movement were unintended
especially those which led to a reduction of womens roles in the workings of the church they
came at a difficult time for women when women were just realizing that they had much to give
voice to they found that they had less opportunity to do so in recent times the mormon church
has tried to create more opportunities for women to participate in the church and has tried to
reach more of the needs of women raised by the feminist movement scholars have noted some
degree of accommodation in official attitudes towards feminism such as a growing tolerance and
understanding for working mothers and a desire to be more inclusive of women in church
operations cornwall 1994260 although the church still emphasizes womens traditional roles
as wives and mothers in the private sphere however mormonismhas
mormonism has responded to the issues
raised by the womens movement much more conservatively than most protestant churches
furthermore critics note that true
tiue accommodation to many feminist ideals would take more than
tine
cosmetic changes in the institution cornwall 1994 26026011
20
while the personal element unites the two groups it is also important to realize that it is
antly by each for many christian feminists personal experience
diffene
womens
used differe
differently
ntly
experience or feminist experience is the dominant source of authority whereas for
evangelicals that place is reserved for the bible
21

letters to the editor illustrate readers on both ends those who feel that DOS has become

too liberal or radical and those who feel that it has become too conservative and unassertive for
example one early letter reads if sarah were in her grave 1I have no doubt she would be turning
over at the thought of what you girls are up to please count me out arnold 197917 A letter
1
from the opposite viewpoint states I ignored your renewal notices and decided to forego DOS 1I
had outgrown it discovering a feminine face of god which transcends christianity 1I didnt need
you ask if DOS has broadened the
to read about women still mired in the shadow of the cross
144

forum too muchnot
much not at all until this issue 1I was about to abandon DOS as too narrow
wallace 19941
19941 exponent found similar results in its 1996 survey of women failing to
1
resubscribe as the following examples show I enjoyed the exponent for a long time but the
last year or so that 1I took it 1I felt that the articles and subjects were getting into things that were
antl mormon you seemed to be catering to the fringes and paper became intimidated
anti
almost antimormonyou
antimormon
by churchshould
church should have remained radical

many of the tensions in the mormon church today have been framed as conflicts over the
22
degree of free agency allowed to members within a non
nondemocratic
democratic church As jan shipps notes
in her foreword to sisters in spirit mormon women in historical and cultural perspective
1987 the essays in the book which cover topics found frequently in exponent raise a serious
theological question one far more important that questions about whether women should have
night
right
fight to carry on certain duties
been deprived of the right to give blessings to sick children or the dight
it is the question
now reserved to the priesthood that finally are matters of liturgical practice
tree agency in mormonism xii
of the full extent of free
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